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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Wastewater Collection System Master Plan is to provide an implementation
plan for recommended improvements to resolve existing and projected future deficiencies in the
Provo City wastewater collection system.
that it is expected to face hurdles in several different areas:
Growth While some sections of the City are fully developed, there is still major potential
for growth, both in the form of new development and increased density through
redevelopment. The City currently has significant pressure to expand development to new
areas on the west side
development densities in the historic downtown area, areas near the BYU campus, and
other target areas of the City.
Aging Infrastructure As part of this master plan, an asset management plan for its
existing pipelines was developed to make sure system renewal is adequately funded, and
aging infrastructure issues are addressed.
Changing Regulatory Conditions The City is currently in the process of designing
major improvements at its wastewater reclamation facility. While treatment is not the focus
of this master plan, the costs of building new treatment to meet current and potential future
regulatory requirements will affect the amount of funding that is available for collection
improvements.
PROJECTED WASTEWATER SYSTEM GROWTH
necessary to project how wastewater flows will increase in the future. A sanitary sewer inflow
hydrograph consists of three major components:
Domestic Flow Domestic flow consists of the wastewater contributions of residential,
commercial, and industrial customers. Existing domestic flow for the City in 2020 was
approximately 9.15 million gallons per day (mgd). Two scenarios for growth were
developed as part of this master plan: a moderate buildout density primarily based on the
current General Plan allowances for growth, and an aggressive buildout density
assuming trends in higher densities observed from the planning department are applied to
most developing areas.
Infiltration Infiltration is the intrusion of groundwater into the sewer system through
cracked pipes, broken and offset joints, improper connections, leaky manholes, etc. While
infiltration will vary from year to year depending on groundwater conditions, the total
infiltration rate used for this study is 8.7 mgd based on maximum infiltration levels
observed in 2011.
Inflow Similar to infiltration, inflow is also the intrusion of unwanted water into the
sewer system. In the case of inflow, however, this water comes from rainfall and snowmelt
BOWEN, COLLINS & ASSOCIATES
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instead of groundwater. For the purpose of this master plan, the City includes a capacity
allowance in its collection system and treatment facilities to account for inflow.
Based on the projected flow associated with each of these components, the projected sewer
production for both the Moderate Buildout Scenario and the Aggressive Buildout Scenario of
Provo City are summarized in Table ES-1.
Table ES-1
Projected Provo City Sewer System Growth

Year

Projected
Moderate
Buildout
Population

Design Flow for
Moderate
Growth (MGD)

Projected
Aggressive
Buildout
Population

Design Flow
for Aggressive
Growth
(MGD)

2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
2050
2055
2060
2065
2070
Buildout

128,535
135,494
142,452
150,291
157,382
163,705
169,273
174,123
178,304
181,881
184,918
200,000

17.84
18.42
18.98
19.58
20.11
20.59
21.01
21.37
21.69
21.95
22.18
22.99

128,535
135,494
142,452
154,500
165,994
176,761
186,674
195,658
203,683
210,761
216,933
252,000

17.84
18.49
19.13
20.03
20.87
21.66
22.37
23.02
23.59
24.09
24.52
26.48

WATER RECLAMATION FACILITY CAPACITY
The City is currently in the process of implementing improvements at the reclamation facility.
These improvements are intended to be completed in two phases. The first phase is expected to be
completed by 2025, with the second phase commencing after 2025 and completed before 2035.
The improvements
Design Capacity to 24 mgd, and its Peak Hydraulic Capacity to 50.6 mgd.
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WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM EVALUATION
With the development of projected wastewater flows, it was possible to evaluate hydraulic
performance of the wastewater collection system and identify potential hydraulic deficiencies
using a calibrated hydraulic model of the system.
Existing Deficiencies
For existing conditions, there are only a few areas of the City where existing lines have existing
hydraulic deficiencies. In most cases, existing deficiencies are in the process of being resolved by
City improvement projects already underway.
Future Deficiencies
There are several areas where short-term growth (10-year window) is anticipated to exceed the
capacity of existing facilities. The primary areas of concern are Freedom Boulevard Trunkline,
Canyon Road Trunkline, and the 36-inch trunkline on the West Side. The remaining capacities in
these areas are discussed in Chapter 6 and Appendix B.
Other long-term deficiencies were also identified in the hydraulic model for both of the two
planning scenarios (moderate and aggressive buildout).
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
Various alternatives for correcting the identified deficiencies were evaluated using the system
hydraulic model. Those improvements that appear to result in the most cost effective solutions are
shown in Figure ES-1 and Table ES-2. The figure shows the location and size of improvements
required to meet future growth including existing, short-term, and long. The table summarizes the
timing and cost of each improvement. In all cases, pipes identified as system improvements have
been conservatively sized to accommodate the aggressive buildout scenario.
Included on the figure and table is an estimate of the expected timing of required improvements.
However, because
of development timing, the projected timing of improvements may vary as a result of different
rates of development, population growth, or household population density.
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Table ES-2
System Improvement Costs
Project
No.
P.1
P.2A
P.2B
P.2C
P.3

Approximate
Timing
Description
(Fiscal Year
Ending)
2021
Exchange Park (phase 1)
Lakeview Pkwy. - Construct 3,225 ft of ~27" pipe from
2021
Center Street to 620 North
Lakeview Pkwy. - Construct 1,740 ft of 21" pipe from
2021
620 North to Bulldog Lane
Lakeview Pkwy. - Construct 4,400 ft of 21" pipe from
2022
Bulldog Lane to Northwest Lift Station
2022
Skipper Bay LS Interceptor

Total Cost
(2020
Dollars)

Inflated
Cost

$3,321,000

$3,420,000

$4,725,600

$4,726,000

$1,364,400

$1,365,000

$3,451,000

$3,661,000

$2,500,000

$2,653,000
$4,044,000
$2,161,000

P.4
P.5

2023
2025

Harbor Park LS Interceptor
Airport LS Interceptor

$3,700,000
$1,864,000

P.6A

2025

Southwest Lift Station & 1st Force Main

$13,493,000 $15,643,000

P.6B

2026

2nd Force Main from Southwest Lift Station

$2,493,000

$2,976,000

P.7

2025

East Bay Blvd. Trunkline & Plant Lift Station (Noorda

$3,694,000

$4,282,000

P.8

2025

Billings LS Interceptor

$2,200,000

$2,551,000

P.9

2027

Redundant 36-inch Trunkline

$9,466,000

$11,641,000

P.10

2027

500 N. Diversion

$24,000

$30,000

P.11

2029

Exchange Park (phase 2)

$1,325,000

$1,729,000

P.12

>2030

500 North from 600 West to 800 West

$1,357,000

$1,824,000

P.13

>2030

Freedom Blvd. from the Provo FrontRunner

$908,000

$1,221,000

P.14

>2030

Bulldog Ln. (Lakeshore Dr. to Lakeview Pkwy.)

$1,150,000

$1,546,000

P.15

>2030

University Ave. from 3700 North to 3470 North

$1,286,000

$1,729,000

P.16

>2030

2680 North

$999,000

$1,343,000

P.17

>2030

900 North and 700 East from 900 East to 800 North

$1,185,000

$1,592,000

P.18

>2030

University Ave./ Cougar Blvd

$2,343,000

$3,148,000

P.19

>2030

Exchange Park (phase 3)

$1,789,000

$2,404,000

P.20
Total

>2030

Southwest Sewer Main

$4,760,000 $6,397,000
$69,398,000 $82,086,000
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SYSTEM RENEWAL
As with most things, each component of a collection system has a finite service life. As such, it is
necessary to continually spend money for the rehabilitation or replacement of these system
components. If adequate funds are not set aside for regular system renewal, the collection system
will fall into disrepair and be incapable of providing the level of service customers in Provo expect.
It should be noted that the improvements identified in this report include only those improvements
Based on the value and general condition of the Provo
City wastewater collection system, it is recommended that the City budget the following annual
amount for collection system renewal:
Collection System Rehabilitation Improvements- $3,800,000 Average Annual Investment
(2020 dollars)
CAPITAL FACILITIES PLAN
A proposed capital facilities plan and budget for the Provo City wastewater system are shown in
Table ES-3 and Figure ES-2. Included in these exhibits is the budget required for system
improvements as outlined in this report as well as an annual budget category for
replacement/rehabilitation of collection facilities. The recommended combined budget for capital
improvements and system rehabilitation is approximately $6.27 million in 2021.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Major conclusions and recommendations from this study are as follows:
1.

Complete System Improvements as Identified in the Implementation Plan
To service projected future growth, it is recommended that the City complete the
improvements outlined in the capital facilities plan

2.

Closely Monitor Growth

The timing and magnitude of future improvements to

growth occurs. Thus, it will be very important for the City to closely monitor
growth so that it can adequately prepare for future development. This is especially
and in the northeast corner of the City where capacity
for growth will be dependent on the completion of several recommended
improvements.
3.

Consider Adoption of PACP for Pipeline Inspection The City currently does a
very good job of inspecting its pipelines on a frequent basis. However, to make the
data collected during these inspections more useful for future asset management
purposes, it is recommended that the City begin collecting this data following a
PACP (Pipeline Assessment and Certification Program) format. This will allow the
City to produce a standardized, searchable database of past inspections that can be
used to optimize future inspection and rehabilitation activities.

4.

Adequately Fund System Renewal I
average
annual budget for system renewal (including construction of new pipe,
rehabilitating existing pipes, and replacing existing pipes) be set at approximately
$3.8 million/year (2020 dollars). This represents a significant increase above
historic City expenditures for this purpose. This increase is needed to keep the

5.

Update this Report Every Five to Seven Years
This report is based on
assumptions of future development and wastewater production patterns.
If future growth varies significantly from the projections assumed and documented
in this report, the recommendations may need to be revised. Therefore, it is
recommended that the assumptions and corresponding recommendations contained
in this report be reviewed and revised every five to seven years.
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CHAPTER 1
PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND AUTHORIZATION
INTRODUCTION
Provo City is a growing, dynamic community that will face many changes over the next several
decades that will challenge its ability to reliably provide municipal services to its residents.
Planning for the City’s needs is complicated by the fact that it is expected to face hurdles in
several different areas:
Growth – The perception of some outsiders may be that Provo is a large, established City
that is mostly built out. This is not the case. While some sections of the City are fully
developed, there is still major potential for growth, both in the form of new development
and increased density through redevelopment. The City currently has significant pressure
to expand development to new areas in the west and northwest corners of the City. The
City’s general plan also calls for increased development densities in the historic
downtown area, the area south of the BYU campus, and other target areas of the City. To
meet growth in these areas, Provo City will need to build new facilities to extend service
and strengthen the backbone of existing conveyance facilities.
Aging Infrastructure – While new growth often receives the bulk of attention in master
plans of this type, an equal concern for the City is aging infrastructure. Some portions of
the City have sewer collection infrastructure that is nearing the end of its useful life.
Failure to adequately monitor and then rehabilitate or replace these pipelines as necessary
could result in catastrophic failure of these pipelines, with corresponding interruption in
service and possible threat to the health and safety of City residents. As part of this
master plan, the City needs an asset management plan for its existing pipelines to make
sure system renewal is adequately funded, and aging infrastructure issues are addressed.
Changing Regulatory Conditions – The City is currently in the process of designing
major improvements at its water reclamation facility. These improvements are being
required as a result of both aging infrastructure concerns and new regulations regarding
nutrient removal. While treatment is not the focus of this master plan, the costs of
building new treatment to meet current and potential future regulatory requirements will
affect the amount of funding that is available for collection improvements. Thus, this plan
will need to consider the impact of treatment improvements on funding when developing
a capital facility plan for the City.
The primary purpose of this Wastewater Collection System Master Plan is to assemble an
updated comprehensive plan for the City wastewater collection system that addresses these
challenges. This will include identification of recommended projects and an implementation plan
that can be used for engineering and financial planning purposes.
This document is a working document. Some of the recommended improvements identified in
this report are based on the assumption that development and/or potential annexation will occur
in a certain manner. If future growth or development patterns change significantly from those
assumed and documented in this report, the recommendations may need to be revised.
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The status of development should be reviewed at least every five years. This report and the
associated recommendations should also be updated every five years as well.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
The general scope of this project involved a thorough analysis of Provo City’s sewer system and
its ability to meet the present and future wastewater needs of its residents. As part of this project,
BC&A completed the following tasks:
Task 1:

Updated existing and future sewer service requirements based on Provo City
growth, changes to its General Plan and projected growth patterns. Planning
for both new development in the northwest quadrant and increased density
elsewhere in the City is significantly more advanced than it was when the last
master plan was written.

Task 2:

Performed a load analysis of Provo City’s sewer system utilizing the City’s
detailed flow monitoring data, reclamation facility flow data, and indoor
(winter use) billing data. Prior to the 2013 study, earlier master plans had
identified significant problems in the City with inflow and infiltration. As a
result, the City made a significant effort to identify and eliminate sources of
I&I in the late 2000s. Unfortunately, at the time of the writing of the 2013
Master Plant, there was not enough historical data to determine how much the
implemented improvements had impacted I&I. Correspondingly, the 2013
plan used the conservative I&I values from the earlier studies. With more data
now available, I&I has been reevaluated as part of this study to make sure
facilities are sized correctly. The City’s existing hydraulic model was
calibrated using this data and with input from City personnel.

Task 3:

Used the hydraulic sewer model to simulate operation of facilities with
recommended improvements under changes to projected future build-out
conditions to identify the impacts of future development on sewer facilities.
During the development of the 2013 master plan, BC&A developed several
concepts for serving growth on the westside. One approach was to develop a
large, single outfall system for the area that would eliminate some lift stations.
At the time, City officials were nervous about the required level of upfront
capital investment required to implement this approach and instead selected an
approach to serving the westside that could be implemented more
incrementally. Since that time, however, growth and development plans have
changed such that the City has returned to the concept of a large major outfall
on the west side. This master plan updates planned improvements to reflect
the return to this concept.

Task 4:

Performed a Condition Assessment based on historical and field data, and also
developed a detailed plan for populating the City database with missing
information.

Task 5:

Prepared a Capital Improvement Program with an implementation plan by:
evaluating the existing program, identifying projects, establishing
prioritization criteria, and developing unit cost assumptions.
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Task 6:

Prepared a Wastewater System Master Plan Report to document the analytical
procedures used in completing the study and summarize the conclusions
reached.

AUTHORIZATION
Provo City contracted the services of BC&A to prepare this Wastewater Collection System
Master Plan in April of 2020. The master plan study and associated report were completed
December 2020.
PROJECT STAFF
The project work was performed by the BC&A team members listed below. Team member’s
roles on the project are also listed. The project was completed in BC&A’s Draper, Utah office.
Questions may be addressed to Keith Larson, Project Manager at (801) 495-2224.
Keith Larson

Principle In Charge

Andrew McKinnon

Project Manager

Andee Harris

Project Engineer
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CHAPTER 2
EXISTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
SERVICE AREA
The projected service area for Provo City collection system is shown in Figure 2-1. Included in
the service area are all areas recently annexed into Provo City or areas expected to be annexed.
The sewer service area consists of a mix of residential, commercial, and industrial customers.
COLLECTION SYSTEM
six major collection areas as seen in Figure 2-1:
Freedom, Westside, Lakeview, Eastside, Southeast, Industrial.
Freedom Trunk Line The majority of the sewer collection pipelines in the City
discharge into the Westside and Freedom trunk lines. Future Provo Canyon development
(not shown in Figure 2-1 because it is not currently served by the collection system) will
also flow into the Freedom trunk line. The Freedom trunk collects wastewater for almost
all of north Provo and much of central Provo.
Westside Trunk Line Of the area served by the Westside trunk line, most of the
development east of I-15 flows by gravity to the Westside trunk line. Conversely, most of
the area west of I-15 needs to be lifted or pumped into the Westside trunk line from sewer
mains that branch off of the Westside Trunk. The Harbor Park and Skipper Bay Lift
Stations both lift wastewater from the northwest area of the City to the Westside Lift
Station where it is again lifted into the Westside trunk line to gravity flow to the
Water Reclamation Facility (WRF). Discharge from the Westside Trunkline combines with
the Freedom trunk line just before entering the water reclamation facility from the west.
Lakeview Trunk Line The City is currently in the process of constructing a new
Lakeview Trunk Outfall that will eliminate the Skipper Bay, Harbor Park, and Westside
Lift Stations by collecting the flow by gravity into the new Lakeview trunk line and
conveying it to a new Southwest Lift Station to lift the flow into the Westside trunk line.
Eastside Trunk Line The Eastside trunk line is a 27-inch diameter pipe at the point
where it discharges to the reclamation facility. This pipeline collects wastewater from
WRF.
Southeast Trunk Line The remaining two trunks serve the small section of Provo south
of the WRF. The Southeast trunk is a 21-inch main as it enters the WRF from the east. It
collects wastewater from the southeast area of Provo.
Industrial Trunk Line The Industrial trunk line is a 12-inch line as it enters the WRF
from the south. It serves the largely industrial area of Provo immediately south of the WRF.
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Discharging into these six main trunk lines is a vast network of smaller branch sewers and sewer
laterals. The system currently consists of approximately 1.6 million feet (294 miles) of sewer pipe,
not including service laterals. Figure 2-2 shows the location and size of pipes in the Provo City
sewer system. The estimated total length of pipe, excluding service laterals, is summarized by
diameter in Table 2-1. While the City has excellent records on the location and size of the
collection pipes, much of the pipe material in the City has not been documented.
Table 2-1
Estimated Pipe Length by Diameter in 2020
Diameter
(inch)
<=6
8
10
12
15
18
21
24
27
30
36
42
Total
Percentage

PVC
7,920
176,221
17,428
24,393
7,063
6,787
4,088
693
697
0
323
0
245,613
15.0%

Concrete
6,122
41,907
3,272
13,820
4,298
4,120
0
2,185
0
516
722
0
76,963
4.7%

Other
24,613
39,689
12,328
3,424
362
1,924
0
0
0
0
0
117
82,457
5.0%

Unknown Total (ft)
135,394
174,048
783,356 1,041,172
90,485
123,513
108,474
150,111
31,493
43,216
17,837
30,668
13,368
17,456
26,705
29,583
7,623
8,320
0
516
18,078
19,124
2,217
2,334
1,235,029 1,640,061
75.3%
100.0%

Total
(miles)
33.0
197.2
23.4
28.4
8.2
5.8
3.3
5.6
1.6
0.1
3.6
0.4
310.6

LIFT STATIONS
There are 15 sewer lift stations in the Provo City sewer system as shown in Figure 2-2.
Most of these lift stations are small, serving only a few homes or businesses. Due to the regular
maintenance that lift stations require, they are discouraged by the City and should be eliminated.
Table 2-2 lists each of the Provo owned lift stations along with their characteristics. The largest
lift station, Westside Lift Station, collects wastewater from the Harbor Park, Skipper Bay, Airport,
and State Park lift stations and discharges into the 36-inch main on 1600 West.
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Table 2-2
Existing Public Lift Stations

Lift Station

Address

Westside
Harbor Park
Skipper Bay

2450 W. 560 S.
2475 W. 350 N.
2995 W. Boat Harbor Dr.
2900 S. Mountain Vista
Pkwy.
1600 S. 180 E.
1325 S. 290 E.
2000 S. Kuhni Rd.
470 W. Lakewood Dr.
3110 W. 890 S.
2040 E. Ironton Blvd.
1500 S. 350 E.

Ironton
East Bay I
East Bay II
East Bay III
Lakewood
Airport
Billings
Plant
State Park
South
Grandview
Northwest
1
2

Yr. Built
(Refurbished)

Wet
Emergency
Well
Power
Volume
(kW)
(gallons)

Pump
Capacity
(gpm)

1963 (2018)
1977 (2005)
1996

6,905
6,919
3,570

60
35
60

2,300
1,100
1,100

2005

2,872

130

557

1985
1988
1989
1981 (2017)
1977 (2020)
1980
1984

740
1,650
1,167
775
461
4,885
3,382

N/A
20
20
40
N/A
20
2501

500
500
500
4502
264
350
340

4200 W. 120 S.

1972

2,014

N/A

230

2100 W. 1600 N.

1973

215

N/A

1740 N Lakeview Pkwy

2017

1,608

125

130
5001,300 2

Includes power for both Plant Lift Station and Headworks Bldg.
Includes variable frequency drive to adjust pace flows or adjust flows via operator programming.

DIVERSIONS AND INTERCEPTORS
Provo City has constructed several diversions and interceptors in its collection system to optimize
the flow capacity in its existing system. The purpose of these diversions or interceptors has been
to reduce flow to the west side of Provo City where there is the most potential for growth while
utilizing available capacity in sewer trunks to the east. These diversions are shown in Figure 2-2
and listed in Table 2-3 to identify the historic direction of flow compared to the current direction
of flow.
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Table 2-3
Provo City Diversions and Interceptors

Intersection
500 North 800 West
1390 North 2770 West
500 North Freedom Blvd (200 West)
800 North 600 West
Center Street 2650 West

Historic
Flow
Direction
West
West
West
West
West

Current Flow
Direction
South*
South
South
South
South

*Current Average Daily Flows flow south, but under higher flow conditions the overflow is sent west.

WATER RECLAMATION FACILITY
located at 1685
South East Bay Boulevard (see Figure 2-2). The plant was placed into operation in 1956 and was
expanded in 1978. The plant historically had a maximum-month average day capacity of 21 million
gallons per day (mgd) and a peak hour capacity of 42 million gallons per day (~65 cubic feet per
second or 29,000 gallons per minute). The City is currently in the process of upgrading the facility
to accommodate both future growth and changes in nutrient treatment standards adopted by the
State of Utah.
diligence in designing new facilities allowing the City to maintain 21 mgd capacity until new
facilities are constructed.
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CHAPTER 3
FLOW MONITORING & MODEL CALIBRATION
The City began a comprehensive flow monitoring study of its collection system beginning in
January 2018 and continuing through July 2018. Flow monitoring was performed to accomplish
three major goals:
1. Provide general system flow data to be used for model calibration;
2. Provide data to develop input hydrographs and estimate average sewage p ro du ctio n fo r
different types of land use; and
3. Provide data for cursory infiltration analysis.
Flow monitoring was conducted at 15-minute time intervals. Values of velocity, water depth, and
instantaneous flow were recorded to accomplish the goals discussed above. The resu ltin g f lo w
rates for each flow monitor are shown in Table 3-1 and the locations of th e f low mo n ito rs are
shown in Figure 3-1. The selection of the flow monitoring locations was guided by the goals
listed above. The majority of the monitors were placed on large mains to cap tu re gen eral f low
patterns throughout the system.
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Table 3-1
Flow Monitoring Study Results for Provo City

BOWEN, COLLINS

Flow
Meter

Study
Reported
Minimum
Flow (gpm)

Study
Reported
Maximum
Flow (gpm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

654
60
541
501
347
115
51
6
98
711
49
314
473
13
145
136
110
309
51
180
22
68
82
1,245
756
61
22
32
51
15
23
0
32
48

2,501
546
4,733
2,837
1,410
683
237
231
695
1,989
426
1,283
2,544
246
1,171
1,130
604
880
344
1,069
715
1,192
791
3,750
3,280
464
404
450
272
116
280
115
281
281

& ASSOCIATES
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Study
Reported
Average
Flow
(gpm)
1,532
220
2,842
1,688
833
366
126
96
370
1,392
193
755
1,445
92
521
528
331
520
165
650
241
399
339
2,388
2,038
192
168
180
140
48
92
18
130
123
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Flow Monitor Data Filtering
Collecting accurate sewer flow metering data can be a difficult task. Sewer pipelin es rep resent
difficult hydraulic and environmental conditions to install and maintain flow monitors. As a
result, close review and filtering of flow monitor data is an important task. A detailed discussio n
of how flow monitor data was reviewed as part of this plan is included in Appen dix A. A brief
summary of data filtering is as follows:
1. Scatter Graphs. Scatter graphs comparing flow velocity to flow depth were created f or

each meter to determine the reliability of the flow data in comparison to the Manning
equation. This analysis allowed for elimination of flow data with obvious p ro b lems an d
closer examination of data with unexpected results.

2. Date Comparisons. Flow monitoring data was compared to the number of sewer

connections and wintertime billing data from City service connections to help assess th e
reliability of flow monitoring data relative to other data sets.

3. Flow Monitor Schematic. A schematic of the flow meters was created to show how th e
flow data for each meter connects to others in the system and how flow data compares to
surrounding meters. For example, an upstream meter cannot have a higher flow rate th an
the meter located directly downstream as the flows from the upstream meter mu s t f low
into the downstream meter.
4. Consistency Assessment. Using results from previous tasks, the consistency level of

each flow meter was categorized as either high, medium, or low with a low co n sisten cy
level meaning that the data recorded by the meter was not consistent with itself o v er th e
period of record (velocity / flow for the same depth was erratic) or the flow was not
consistent with other flow meters or indoor water use records (the mass balan ce d id n o t
match among the data sets). The following eight meters were determined to have low
consistency levels: 3, 5, 7, 11, 18, 19, 27, and 31. Where comparing flow meter data,
flow meters with consistent data are considered more reliable.

5. Iterative Adjustment of Meter Results Using Hydraulic Model. A hydraulic model o f
the system (see Chapter 5) was used in an iterative fashion to adjust meter results both
individually and globally. Where meters have high consistency, the flow monitor data
was used to calibrate the model results. Where consistency in flow monitoring data is low
(as identified above), the model results based on calibrated indoor billing data or
connection counts were used to adjust expected domestic wastewater contributions within
flow monitor tributary areas.
Table 3-2 summarizes the calibrated flow for the 2018 calibration period at each flow monitor
site resulting from the tasks stated above.
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Table 3-2
Flow Monitoring Calibration Results for Provo City Trunk Lines
Flow Tributary to Local Area Only
Flow
Monitor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
34
Total (gpm)
Total (gpd)

BOWEN, COLLINS

Total
Domestic Infiltration
Wastewater
(gpm)
(gpm)
(gpm)
713.5
81.2
794.7
258.9
0.3
259.1
133.7
56.0
189.6
99.0
27.3
126.3
259.6
39.8
299.4
373.5
73.5
447.0
23.2
15.0
38.2
204.1
13.4
217.5
254.8
44.2
299.0
146.4
45.6
192.1
269.9
29.4
299.3
372.0
298.1
670.0
46.0
44.6
90.6
125.6
6.2
131.8
253.4
0.3
253.7
115.2
1.8
117.0
67.4
4.6
72.0
96.5
157.5
254.0
134.3
60.7
194.9
587.0
118.1
705.1
355.9
1.2
357.1
485.7
22.1
507.8
270.3
31.4
301.7
33.3
102.8
136.1
14.3
5.6
19.8
187.7
21.4
209.1
55.8
17.9
73.7
8.3
15.1
23.4
141.1
20.8
161.9
40.9
9.1
50.0
162.2
13.7
175.9
1.2
0.3
1.5
63.6
72.4
136.0
6,354
1,451
7,806
9,150,000 2,090,000 11,240,000
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Total Flows (including
upstream contributions)
Total Wastewater
(gpm)
1754.0
259.1
3266.3
1840.7
801.7
442.5
37.9
204.7
433.2
1234.5
299.0
650.3
1744.4
121.2
574.0
857.4
266.6
474.7
194.9
699.0
353.4
506.2
350.8
2424.4
2290.1
193.4
299.9
222.5
157.5
48.5
167.8
176.0
127.5
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CHAPTER 4
PROJECTED WASTEWATER SYSTEM GROWTH
With the flow monitoring results described in Chapter 3, it is possible to assemble and calibrate a
hydraulic model of existing conditions in the
order to do
any kind of future planning, however, it is necessary to project how these flows will increase in
the future. The purpose of this chapter is to project future wastewater flows associated with City
growth.
ESTIMATING EXISTING SEWER FLOWS
A sanitary sewer inflow hydrograph consists of three major components: domestic flow,
infiltration, and inflow. To estimate sewer flows for each sub-area, the contribution of each flow
component must be considered.
Domestic Flow
Domestic flow consists of the wastewater contributions of residential, commercial, and industrial
customers. Two major challenges are encountered when estimating domestic flow. First, the
quantity of wastewater produced varies from area to area depending on the type of water user in
the area and the density of development. Second, domestic flow is not a constant value, but varies
in time.
Magnitude of Domestic Flow Production
Figure 4-1 shows the C
wastewater generated in the City will vary by the type and density of development. Average daily
domestic flow for each area of the City was estimated based on the results from a sewer meter
study performed by the City in 2018. This data was used in combination with the indoor billing
data from January 2020 that was geolocated within the City. Indoor water use was added to the
s. This is often the most accurate
method of distributing wastewater because domestic wastewater is usually between 90 percent to
meter study provides relativ
domestic wastewater distribution for
existing conditions. While there was some uncertainty in the indoor billing data flow units in a few
areas, the indoor billing data appeared to be relatively accurate within smaller tributary areas of
flow monitors relative to City-wide comparisons1. Because the billing data had some
to match the flow meter data gathered in 2018.

1 The City uses both cubic feet and gallon units in its billing data. Mapping the data across the City, it was apparent there were
instances where the cubic foot unit may have been mixed up with the gallon unit. Where it was clear there was a unit discrepancy
(e.g. BYU data was cubic foot not gallons), data was corrected. However, it was not possible to identify all discrepancies. The
verall
flows), so it was assumed that outliers and other unit discrepancies could be ignored such that the average over larger areas would
balance out the data discrepancies
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Domestic Flow Variation
Domestic flow from residential and commercial customers varies throughout the day. Based on
some initial analysis of the 2018 flow meter data, it appears that most observed flow in the City
can be grouped into one of three distinct flow variation patterns as shown in the unit hydrographs
on Figure 4-2:
Morning Peak Residential For most of the City, peak flows are generated during the
morning hours as residents shower and prepare for the day. Domestic sewer flows are
generally lower throughout the remainder of the day and are just a trickle during the early
morning hours when most residents are asleep. In general, this pattern appears to apply to
most of the City east of Interstate 15.
Evening Peak Residential West of Interstate 15 a slightly different pattern of residential
wastewater production is observed. On the west side of the city, the peak flows generally
occur in the early evening, presumably when the residents return from work (see Appendix
B for further explanation on west side flows). Outside of this shift in peak, this pattern
appears to be similar to the morning peak residential patterns with lower flows during the
middle of the day and just a trickle during the early morning hours.
Industrial Flow from industrial customers is different from the observed residential
pattern. While the pattern of wastewater production will obviously vary depending on the
type of industry, industrial flows generally peak more around the middle of the day
consistent with typical work schedules. Industrial flows are also generally a little higher
through the night, likely as a result of processes in some industries that continue around
the clock.
A unit hydrograph was developed for each of these flow patterns by dividing the monitoring
. Unit hydrographs are
convenient for analysis because they allow for comparison between hydrographs regardless of
magnitude. In addition to these three main unit hydrographs, three other hydrographs were
developed in the same manner to specifically model the domestic flow variations with time in areas
near Harbor Bay Lift Station, the Westside Lift Station, and the Provo River on the north end of
the City.
Although each monitoring location used to create the three main hydrographs is composed of
different types of water users, most users were categorized as either Morning Peak Residential,
sewer model. For this reason,
it has been assumed that the pattern of water use throughout the day does not significantly vary
between water user types (residential, commercial, etc.) This makes it possible to develop a
domestic flow hydrograph for any unmonitored sub-area by multiplying the average unit
hydrograph for these locations by the average daily flow for the area under consideration.
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Figure 4-2
Normalized Wastewater Production Hydrographs for Main Flow Patterns
(Infiltration Removed Based on Absolute Minimum Flow)

Morning Pattern
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Infiltration
Infiltration is the intrusion of groundwater into the sewer system through cracked pipes, broken
and offset joints, improper connections, leaky manholes, etc. In areas with aging sewer lines and
high groundwater, infiltration can actually be the largest component of flow being conveyed in the
sewer. Infiltration is very difficult to measure because it varies across the service area based on
climate conditions, water table levels, pipe diameter, and pipe condition.
Estimated Infiltration during the Monitoring Period
If reliable indoor billing data is available to estimate domestic wastewater production and reliable
flow monitoring data is available to measure overall flow, infiltration can consequently be reliably
estimated by subtracting the domestic wastewater production from the overall flow during the
monitoring period. Defining infiltration can then be narrowed down to various periods of flow
monitoring. For Provo City, confidence levels in the reliability of indoor billing data and flow
monitoring data vary. As a result, both indoor billing data and flow monitoring data was used to
estimate infiltration where confidence in the reliability was high. Infiltration was adjusted in an
iterative process within the flow monitor tributary areas to calibrate City-wide infiltration levels
to match the reclamation facility total wastewater flows.
Seasonal and Annual Variation in Infiltration
The estimated infiltration obtained using the methods described above is only appropriate for the
monitoring period. Before using the estimated infiltration values in planning scenarios, the
infiltration rates used in this study may need to be adjusted to account for seasonal and annual
fluctuations in the groundwater table.
Seasonal Variation The flow monitoring conducted as part of this study was performed
from January 2018 to July 2018. Figure 4-3 shows historical monthly average domestic
water use versus infiltration at the Provo City Wastewater Treatment Plant (WRF) from
2000 through 2020. From this figure, it can be seen that average monthly infiltration flows
at the WRF are roughly twice as high in the summer months than they are in the middle of
winter. This increase can be almost entirely attributed to increases in infiltration associated
with summer irrigation and water in the Provo River. Figure 4-4 shows historical monthly
average infiltration at the Provo City WRF versus monthly average Provo River flow. As
can be seen in the figure, there is a definite correlation between flows in the River and
observed variations in seasonal infiltration. Thus, it can be concluded that observed
infiltration from the monitoring records will need to be adjusted for system evaluation
purposes to account for seasonal infiltration variations.
Annual Variation The monitoring records will also need to be adjusted to account for
annual variations. Figure 4-5
WRF
from 1990 through 2017. From this figure, it is apparent that, in addition to fluctuating
seasonally, infiltration also fluctuates from year to year corresponding to long-term
changes in groundwater level.
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Figure 4-3
Provo City Wastewater Treatment Plant
Average Monthly Infiltration vs Average Monthly Domestic Water Use
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Figure 4-4
Provo City Wastewater Treatment Plant
Monthly Average Infiltration (mgd) vs Monthly Average Provo R
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Figure 4-5
Provo City Wastewater Treatment Plant
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The figure also appears to indicate that infiltration during the most recent decade (2010 to
2019) has been notably lower than that observed from 2000 to 2009. There are two potential
factors that may be causing this decrease:
o The first is climate. Provo City has been in a mostly dry climate cycle over the last
decade. Because of this extended drought, ground water levels have likely
experienced significant declines. Although there have been a few recent years with
above average precipitation, these years have probably not been enough to fully
recover ground water levels. It will likely take a return to wetter climate cycle for
an extended period to see the full ground water recovery.
o The second is system improvements. Through inspection and repair efforts, the City
has been actively trying to eliminate sources of significant infiltration. The year
2011 was a relatively wet climate year and, although the City did see some elevated
infiltration, it did not approach the high peaks in flow seen in the decade before.
With these several factors affecting infiltration, it can be difficult to quantify how much each is
contributing to variations in infiltration. For the purpose of this study, the total planning infiltration
rate used for conveyance modeling has been set at 8.7 mgd. This value corresponds to the highest
median infiltration in July during the period of record (Year 2011). This value is higher than all of
the values from 2012 to 2019 but is lower than all of the values from 1990 to 1999. Using this
value conservatively assumes that nearly all the recent reduction in infiltration is the result of
climate conditions and that infiltration will approach the same levels as observed in the 2011
during the next wet cycle.
Daily Variation in Infiltration
Although infiltration varies with time when examined over a period of several months or years,
very little variation in time will occur during a single day. Therefore, when infiltration is added to
a hydraulic model as a component of the total estimated sewer flow, it is added simply as a constant
flow.
Distribution of Infiltration
Infiltration by sub-basin has been estimated based on flow monitoring data provided by the City
lant and as
measured at the Westside lift station. This is discussed briefly here with additional details
contained in Appendix A.
Infiltration for Calibration to 2018 Flow Metering Conditions
The 2018 flow
monitoring data was used to estimate initial infiltration levels for calibration. The initial
infiltration level added to the model was equal to the average flow at flow monitors less
domestic wastewater estimate from indoor billing data. Where flow monitor data
confidence levels were high, no changes to infiltration were made. Where the confidence
level in flow monitoring data was low, infiltration was factored down or up so that the
average flow in high confidence flow monitor areas and at the City reclamation facility
match 2018 conditions. This was an iterative process so that model flows could match
flow monitoring data at as many locations as possible while matching correct totals at the
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Planning Infiltration Levels As discussed elsewhere, it is expected that observed
infiltration during 2018 flow metering conditions is lower than infiltration could be under
other conditions. Infiltration levels during 2011 were the target for the planning infiltration
condition. In general, infiltration levels identified as part of the 2018 calibration condition
were scaled up proportionally to match infiltration estimates for 2011 with the following
caveats:
o Westside Lift Station. The only major exception to proportional scaling was for
the Westside Lift Station tributary area. Historic flow monitoring at the Westside
Lift Station documented that flows to the Westside Lift Station nearly exceeded the
capacity of the lift station in 2011. Based on the historical measurements of flow
at the Westside Lift Station, total infiltration to the Westside Lift Station was
calculated to be approximately 1.73 mgd (1,200 gpm) which is equal to 260 percent
of the domestic flow to the Westside Lift Station2.
o Other Areas of City. The planning infiltration for remaining areas of the City
were then factored up proportionally based on the remaining additional amount of
infiltration needed so that the net infiltration at the City reclamation facility
matched 2011 conditions.
Figure 4-6 shows the distribution of infiltration estimated throughout the City by subbasin.

2 In other words, the infiltration is equal to 2.6 times the residential and non-residential flow to the Westside Lift Station. For the
planning infiltration condition, the infiltration included the model from calibration was factored up to match the observed 1,200 gpm.
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Inflow
Similar to infiltration, inflow is also the intrusion of unwanted water into the sewer system. In the
case of inflow, however, this water comes from rainfall and snowmelt instead of groundwater.
Inflow may enter the sewer system through roof and foundation drains, yard and area drains,
manhole covers, and illicit storm drain connections. In the case of the assorted roof and yard drains,
discharge into the sanitary system is against City ordinances. However, illegal connections often
exist and can significan
previous master plan (Wastewater Collection System 2010 Master Plan, BC&A April 2013) shows
that inflow has a significant effect on sanitary sewer flows. For example, a 5-year, 12-hour storm
with a total precipitation depth of 0.9 inch can result in an estimated increase in sewer discharged
to the WRF of 2.1 mgd due to inflow. For larger precipitation events, sewer flows discharged at
the WRF have increased by up to 6.6 mgd due to inflow. This is important to consider with respect
For this master plan, flow hydrograph adjustments were not made to account for inflow in the
sewer system model. Instead, a portion of the capacity of each pipe was reserved for inflow when
assessing pipe capacity. In other words, a pipe will be identified as having inadequate capacity at
flows somewhat less than the full flow capacity of the pipe. This will leave some capacity in each
pipe to carry inflow. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6 System Evaluation.
PROJECTION OF FUTURE SEWER FLOWS
Population Projections
Population projections for the Provo City sewer system service area were prepared through the
year 2070 in three steps:
1. Population projections through 2050 were taken directly from estimates prepared by the
Mountainlands Association of Governments (MAG) for its Transportation Analysis Zones
(TAZ) for the Provo area.
2. The projected Provo City population at build-out were estimated by BC&A personnel
based on projected land use as identified in the City General Plan and with feedback from
Provo City planning personnel. Provo City has requested that two buildout scenarios be
examined in this report to incorporate both a moderate and maximum buildout scenario.
The moderate build-out population for Provo City is estimated to be 200,000 and the
maximum build-out population for Provo City is estimated to be 253,000. The development
of these buildout scenarios is discussed in greater detail below.
3. Population growth between 2050 and build-out for both the moderate and maximum
buildout scenarios were estimated by BC&A personnel by using a logistic-growth model
with an initial growth rate set to match projected growth through 2050. Based on this
procedure, it is estimated that the City will not reach either build-out scenario before 2070.

Buildout Population Projections
While the first and third step of this process are relatively self-explanatory, the second step merits
additional discussion.
sewer master planning efforts were completed in 2010,
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it was estimated that the future build-out population of the City would be approximately 197,000.
This projection was based on an assumption of growth in undeveloped areas ranging between three
to four equivalent residential units (ERUs) per acre and plans at the time for re-densification in
some existing areas of development. Over the last ten years, the City has permitted the construction
of many housing developments with notably higher densities (greater than 6 ERUs/acre) than
historic densities within the City. If this trend continues,
opulation could be
significantly higher. As a result, this master plan considers both a moderate buildout scenario and
a maximum buildout scenario with varying levels of densities considered.
Figure 4-7 shows some of the areas affected by changes adopted in the most recent Provo City
General Plan as well as areas of specific interest as stated by City personnel. For the purposes of
this study, the greatest changes fall under one of two categories. First, there has been a large
increase in potential devel
Areas now shown as
residential, industrial, and airport related zones in the figure were previously designated as
agricultural or developmentally sensitive. Some of these changes were made associated with the
construction or planning of Lakeview Parkway. Second, the General Plan now includes a number
of new additions to encourage re-development of existing areas at higher densities. Development
of buildout population scenarios has focused on expected density in mainly the following areas:
Westside Area
Historical plans have identified maximum densities of 4 units per acre in this area.
However, more recent development plans show up to 6 units per acre and even higher
densities may be considered in the future. As a result, a range of density will be considered
for planning purposes for this area.
Downtown Area The new General Plan includes designation of a downtown area at the
ter. This area has recently been rezoned to encourage greater densities for
redevelopment.
Transit Oriented Development
that has been designated for transit-oriented development. This area is centered on a
proposed intermodal hub and has been zoned to encourage high density housing. Current
zoning in this area will allow development up to 6 stories in height and density of up to 80
units per acre.
BYU South Campus Area An area of re-development that
for many years is the neighborhood immediately south of the BYU campus (to about 500
North). In 2000, a conceptual proposal was prepared to increase housing
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density in this area by revising standards for parking, landscaping, and setbacks to make it
easier to develop new housing. This proposal was called the South Campus Area Master
Plan (SCAMP). Although the SCAMP proposal was never adopted, the general concepts
of the plan are still being used to assist in reviewing development proposals in the area.
BYU West Campus Area BYU purchased the old Provo High School in 2016 and is
beginning to make plans for the area which could include expanding campus facilities. The
City anticipates that additional redevelopment in the area around the BYU West Campus
may be expected as the campus facilities are upgraded by BYU.
Noorda
The Noorda College of Osteopathic Medicine will be expanding campus
facilities and housing in the near future as they obtained permission to recruit students from
its accreditation association in July 2020.
Ironton - The City expects that this industrial area will continue to grow with similar users
and manufacturers.
repared
an analysis of population density for various land use types based on observed densities from
housing developments over the last ten years. Results of this analysis indicate that average
densities for different types of land use are as follows:
Single Family Residential Subdivisions = 3.27 units/acre
Townhomes Residential = 8.42 units/acre
Multifamily Residential = 43.13 units/acre
These calculated densities were then compared to projected densities in the 2050 TAZ population
projections (assuming an average of 3.2 persons per unit). Table 4-1 summarizes the projected
TAZ densities. As can be seen in the table, TAZ densities are significantly less than what has been
observed for recent developments. This suggests including some additional densification is a
prudent approach for future planning. Thus, also included in Table 4-1 are recommended planning
densities for a moderate and aggressive buildout scenario. The aggressive buildout scenario
represents the maximum realistic density expected for each area based on past development
practices. The moderate scenario represents expected density if some areas redevelop at the higher
densities, but other portions are either not redeveloped or are redeveloped with densities closer to
the TAZ projections.
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Table 4-1
Provo Water Service Area Densities by Buildout Scenario
Land Use Type

Moderate
Buildout
Density
Units/Acre
6
23
12
28
11
31
24

TAZ 2050
Density
Units/Acre

West Provo
South Campus
West Campus
Transit
Multi-Use
Downtown
Noorda*

3
13
7
20
6
24
0

Aggressive
Buildout
Density
Units/Acre
8
43
21
43
21
43
24

*

Values reflect permanent residential population only, additional flows accounted separately.

With these revised planning densities, total population for each land use type can be estimated by
multiplying the estimated density by the average household size and the total area within each
planning area. Following this procedure, the revised moderate build-out population for the City is
200,000 and the aggressive build-out population for the City is 253,000. Both the moderate and
aggressive buildout re-densifications are shown in Figure 4-8 along with the original TAZ
projections for each area.
Residential Population Projection
The final residential population projections developed for the Provo City service area are
summarized in Table 4-2 and shown in Figure 4-9.
Table 4-2
Provo Water Service Area Projected Residential Population

Year

Estimated Service
Area Population Moderate Buildout
Scenario

Moderate
Average Annual
Residential
Growth Rate

Estimated Service
Area Population Maximum Buildout
Scenario

Aggressive
Average Annual
Residential
Growth Rate

2020
2030*
2040
2050
2060
2070

128,535
142,452
157,382
169,273
178,304
184,918

1.08%
1.05%
0.76%
0.53%
0.37%

128,535
142,452
165,994
186,674
203,683
216,933

-1.08%
1.65%
1.25%
0.91%
0.65%

*The same growth rate was used for both the moderate and aggressive growth rates.
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Employment Population Projections
In addition to residential population, the City also expects to see non-residential growth. This can
be generally reflected by looking at growth in employment populations. The future employment
population was projected by following the same basic approach as used for residential growth.
Projections through 2050 were taken directly from the TAZ projections, with buildout populations
estimated by assuming that the 2050 residential to employment population ratio observed in the
TAZ projections will continue to be applicable for both the moderate and aggressive buildout
residential populations (i.e. the ratio of residential to non-residential development beyond 2050
stays roughly the same). The employment population projections are shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3
Provo Water Service Area Projected Employment Population

2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070

Estimated Service
Area Employment
Population Moderate Buildout
Scenario

Moderate
Average Annual
Employment
Growth Rate

Estimated Service
Area Employment
Population Aggressive Buildout
Scenario

Aggressive
Average Annual
Employment
Growth Rate

90,158
99,805
107,517
113,391
117,700
120,777

1.07%
0.77%
0.55%
0.38%
0.26%

90,158
105,484
119,049
130,280
139,074
145,665

1.70%
1.29%
0.94%
0.68%
0.47%

FUTURE SEWER FLOW ESTIMATES
Based on the projected growth identified above, future sewer flow can be estimated for each type
of flow as described in the following sections.
Future Domestic Flows
Indoor water use per capita was determined by referring to the 2019 Utah Regional M&I Water
Conservation Goals study which found that Utah County has an average indoor water use of 55.1
gallons per capita day (gpcd). Indoor consumption or depletion of indoor water use will typically
range between 5 percent and 20 percent of use. Based on treatment plant flow rates, it was assumed
a 5 percent depletion rate was conservative for the City. Taking 95 percent of the indoor water use
results in 52.35 gpcd entering the sewer system. A separate domestic sewage rate was estimated
for the employment population by subtracting the estimated residential flow from the observed
domestic flow in January 2020 and dividing by the estimated employment population. This results
in a commercial sewage production rate of 26.84 gpcd.
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Future Infiltration
As discussed previously, infiltration estimates have been based on the historic maximum
infiltration observed in the system (July 2011). It has been assumed that infiltration for existing
pipes in the sewer system will remain approximately constant over time. This assumes that
to locate and repair defects that cause infiltration. This assumption applies to the existing system
only. A small amount of new infiltration has been added each year to account for infiltration
associated with new construction. For new construction, allowable infiltration for new construction
should range between 400 and 600 gpd/in-diam/mile2. For
in-diameter miles of pipe), this new construction infiltration rate corresponds to approximately
mgd). Therefore, for new construction, it is estimated that infiltration will be approximately
15 percent of the domestic sewer flow generated by the new development.
Total Future Wastewater Flow
Using these values and the new densifications for both the moderate and aggressive buildouts,
future
study. It is recommended that the City closely monitor actual housing densities as development
occurs. If development occurs at densities significantly different than those assumed here, the
results of this report will need to be updated accordingly.
Table 4-4, 4-5 and Figure 4-10 summarize the projected sewer production for Provo City. For the
moderate buildout scenario, both the typical and high infiltration projections are shown while only
the high infiltration projections are shown for the aggressive buildout scenario as a worst-case
scenario.
Table 4-4
Moderate Buildout Projected Provo City Sewer Flows (MGD)

2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
Buildout

2

Typical
Infiltration
w/ New
Growth
4.00
4.07
4.14
4.19
4.23
4.26
4.31

High
Infiltration
w/ New
Growth
8.70
8.84
8.99
9.11
9.19
9.26
9.36

Daily
Domestic
Flow

Daily Flow
w/ Typical
Infiltration

Daily Flow
w/ High
Infiltration

9.15
10.14
11.12
11.90
12.49
12.92
13.63

13.15
14.20
15.26
16.09
16.72
17.18
17.94

17.84
18.98
20.11
21.01
21.69
22.18
22.99

"Chapter 3 Quantity of Wastewater." Gravity Sanitary Sewer Design and Construction. NY, NY: American
Society of Civil Engineers.
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Table 4-5
Aggressive Buildout Projected Provo City Sewer Flows (MGD)
High
Daily
Infiltration
Domestic
w/ New
Flow
Growth
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
Buildout

8.70
8.84
8.99
9.11
9.19
9.26
9.36

9.15
10.29
11.88
13.27
14.40
15.27
17.12

Daily Flow
w/ High
Infiltration
17.84
19.13
20.87
22.37
23.59
24.52
26.48

At full build-out for moderate densities, it is estimated that average daily domestic sewer flow in
the City will increase to approximately 17.94 mgd with typical infiltration and 22.99 with high
infiltration. At full build-out for aggressive densities, it is estimated that the average daily domestic
sewer will increase to approximately 26.48 mgd.
Along with average day flow projections, an estimate of the worst-case peak flow production that
includes both high infiltration from wet climate conditions (high river or groundwater) with an
inflow event related to a precipitation event is included in Figure 4-10. The projected dry weather
peak hour sewer flow is based on the historic peaking factor observed at the plant (1.67). The
projected wet weather peak flow includes an additional 6.6 mgd.
WATER RECLAMATION FACILITY CAPACITY
With the projected increases in flow documented above, it is prudent to briefly consider how this
additional flow
water reclamation facility
(WRF). To represent the potential range of infiltration in the system, average daily flows under
2011 and 2018 infiltration conditions are shown to represent the recommended planning level of
infiltration and more typical infiltration periods (8.7 mgd and 4.0 mgd of infiltration respectively).
Two wastewater capacity limits of the existing treatment plant are: the maximum month, average
daily capacity (21 mgd), and the peak hour capacity (38.3 mgd). The maximum month, average
daily capacity corresponds to the maximum allowable average daily flow under summer
infiltration. The peak hour capacity is the maximum allowable flow during any hour of the day on
the maximum day of flow in the year. These are the stated capacities based on the 1977 expansion
of the WRF. The City is currently in the process of implementing improvements at the treatment
plant. These improvements are intended to be completed in two phases. The first phase is expected
to be completed by 2025, with the second phase commencing after 2025 and completed before
2035. The improvements will
Maximum Month Capacity
historic capacity of 21 mgd, Improvements will
also increase its Hydraulic Design Flow rate to 24 mgd, and its Peak Hydraulic Capacity to 50.6
mgd.
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From the figure a few significant conclusions can be made:
Maximum Month, Average Day Capacity:
month, average day basis is largely dependent on infiltration rates. If infiltration remains
equal to 2018 (typical) infiltration rates
WRF will not exceed its Maximum Month
Capacity until sometime after 2070 under moderate buildout conditions with typical
infiltration. This is also true under aggressive buildout conditions with typical infiltration.
Hydraulic Design Flow: As shown in Figure 4-10, the Historic Flow shows a peak around
2011 due to a high infiltration. Though significant, the City has only experienced this high
infiltration once within the last decade. To account for the rare occasion of a high
infiltration year, the City has decided to increase the Hydraulic Design Flow by 3 mgd.
This will maintain the needed capacity for strength loading while allowing increased flows
from infiltration.
Peak Hour Capacity: Even with elevated infiltration levels, it appears that the existing
water reclamation facility peak hydraulic capacity will be sufficient to meet projected peak
hour flows through at least the year 2070. Although not shown in the figure, if infiltration
remains equivalent to 2011 levels, it appears that the plant will have sufficient peak
hydraulic capacity for the projected growth. The peak buildout projection (based on
maximum density and high infiltration) is 44.56 mgd compared to the hydraulic capacity
of 50.6 mgd.
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CHAPTER 5
HYDRAULIC MODELING
The Provo City sanitary sewer system was evaluated as part of this study using a hydraulic
modeling computer program. A hydraulic computer model is a mathematical representation of
the pipes, manholes, pumps, and wastewater flows found in the sewer collection system.
Hydraulic computer models are useful because they allow the user to simulate operation of large,
complex sewer systems and consider how future changes in flow will affect those systems.
INFOSWMM & SEWERGEMS
The computer modeling software used in this study was InfoSWMM, developed by Innovyze.
InfoSWMM is a sewer model that runs within the geographical information systems (GIS)
program ArcGIS. It was chosen to take advantage of the database query capabilities and
functionality of GIS. This model was then converted to the City s preferred model platform
which is SewerGEMs by Bentley.
GEOMETRIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
There are two major types of data required to create a hydraulic model of a sewer system:
geometric data and flow data. Geometric data consists of all information in the model needed to
represent the physical characteristics of the system.
Modeled Pipelines
The City has elected to use a sewer trunk line model for the purpose of this study. This keeps the
analysis simpler by simulating only those sewer pipes the City is potentially concerned may have
capacity issues. Provo City construction guidelines will generally eliminate deficiencies in most
smaller collection lines due to the limited size of collection areas. As smaller pipes are added to
the model, the analysis requires additional time, effort, and expense without producing much in
the way of additional insight into system performance. Hence, it is important to consider the
purpose of modeling and the potential usefulness of results when selecting which sewer lines to
model.
With this in mind, it was decided to include in the model all sewer pipes with a diameter of 12
inches or larger and 8- and 10-inch diameter pipes on the west side in areas of potential growth.
The sewer mains included in the hydraulic model are shown in Figure 5-1.
Information on the physical characteristics of the pipes included in the model was collected and
assembled by Provo City personnel. A basic framework for the model was developed using
Pr
s GIS records.
base included information on the diameter, length,
and location of each pipe to be included in the model. Rim elevations were collected by a City
survey crew. Inverts were based on measure downs collected by wastewater collection personnel.
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Modeled Lift Stations
There are four existing lift stations that were included in the model of the Provo system
Northwest, Skipper Bay, Harbor Park, and Westside. The Plant Lift Station was treated as an
outlet to the model because i
reclamation facility. The remaining eight
lift stations (Billings, East Bay I, East Bay II, East Bay III, Ironton, State Park, Airport,
Lakewood, and Grandview) were simulated as flow inputs into the model. Details for existing lift
station characteristics were summarized in Chapter 2.
The City is also in the process of designing a future lift station to service the west side of the City
that is being referred to as the Southwest Lift Station. The City has started designing and
constructing a new trunkline that will collect flows currently flowing to following lift stations:
Skipper Bay, Harbor Park, and Westside. When this trunkline is complete, the future lift station,
that will be located south of the Westside lift station, will be needed to convey flows to the
reclamation facility. Once the new outfall and lift station are completed, the three previously
listed lift stations may be decommissioned.
FLOW MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The second type of data required by the hydraulic model is sewer flow into the pipes being
modeled. Required information includes magnitude of flow, point of entry into the system, and a
description of how flow varies with time (to establish peak demand and consider the effects of
flow travel time in the system).
For calculating flow magnitudes and determining distribution of the flows within the model, the
service area was divided into 127 drainage sub-areas as shown in Figure 5-1. These sub-areas
were used to define the tributary areas for parts of the City s trunk line model so that existing and
projected flows could be assigned to the model. The projected flow contribution for each subarea at both the moderate and maximum build-out scenarios was calculated. Values for
infiltration and domestic production were found using the City s 2018 flow meter data and
population projections as described in the previous chapter.
For both existing and future domestic wastewater production, the 24-hour flow unit hydrograph
developed from the City s flow monitoring study was used to model daily fluctuation in
domestic wastewater flow.
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CHAPTER 6
SYSTEM EVALUATION
With the development and calibration of a hydraulic sewer model, it is possible to simulate sewer
system operating conditions for both present and future conditions. The purpose of this chapter is
to evaluate hydraulic performance of the collection system and identify potential hydraulic
deficiencies.
EVALUATION CRITERIA
In defining what constitutes a hydraulic deficiency, it is important to consider the assumptions
made in estimating sewer flows in the model. As described in Chapters 4 and 5, the sewer flow
included in the model is composed of two parts: domestic sewer flow and infiltration. Domestic
sewer flow was estimated using geolocated indoor billing data and the flow monitoring
information provided in the City s 2018 study. Infiltration is based on peak summer infiltration
from the year 2011 which had the highest peak summer infiltration recorded over the last ten
years. City personnel believe that this amount of infiltration may occur in the future.
While these estimates are the best available representation of domestic flow an infiltration, they
are based on average values and a limited data set. Thus, actual flows will fluctuate and may
occasionally be greater than the model estimates. For example, infiltration during extremely wet
years could be more than estimated in the model (e.g. 1983 was a statewide historically wet year
that led to high infiltration and flooding in many areas). These modeled flows are also based on
dry weather conditions and do not include inflow (see Chapter 4). Thus, the criteria established
for identifying deficiencies should be sufficiently conservative to account for inflows and other
occasional flows higher than those estimated in the model.
To provide a prudent allowance for inflow and occasional higher flows, it was decided to define
a capacity deficiency as any point where the peak daily flow in the pipe is greater than 75 percent
ity. This can also be expressed in terms of flow depth and equates to
approximately where the peak depth is greater than 65 percent of the pipe diameter. This
criterion allows the remaining pipe capacity to be reserved for inflow and/or unaccounted for
fluctuations in domestic flow and infiltration1.
EXISTING SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Figure 6-1 shows the performance of the sewer system under existing flow conditions. Pipes in
the figure are color coded to show the ratio of peak flow i
full capacity.
Based on these results, there appears to be only one area with significant existing deficiencies in
the system (outside of a number of small, isolated capacity problems scattered at various
locations). The area of concern is located near Exchange Park between Columbia Lane and 500
North. This is an area the City has been aware of for some time and is currently in the process of
designing improvements to address the deficiency.
1 It should be noted that the evaluation criteria here is slightly different than the City s design criteria for new pipelines. In the case of
new design, the criteria for pipelines 15-inch and smaller is that peak flows do not exceed 50 percent of the pipe s full flow capacity.
This additional capacity is recommended to accommodate uncertainty associated with projecting flows, especially in smaller service
areas. For pipelines larger than 15-inch, the design criteria is the same as the evaluation criteria identified here.
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It should be noted that, throughout the collection system, there are a number of sewer pipes that
were installed at very flat slopes for one reason or another. This is particularly true for the
36-inch Westside trunk line. Because of their flat slopes, the full flow capacities of these pipes
are much less than the capacities of neighboring pipes. In these cases, the pipes may show up as
having peak flows in excess of their capacity but may not represent an actual capacity problem if
the reduced capacity through a flat section of pipe does not result in pipe depths exceeding the
City s evaluation criteria. Thus, if the comparison of peak flow to full flow capacity identified a
capacity deficiency in an isolated section of pipe, the model was used to confirm whether or not
this translated into unacceptable pipeline depths. In many cases, the observed deficiency could
be dismissed based on further examination of the hydraulic profile and corresponding pipeline
depths.
FUTURE SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Figure 6-2 shows hydraulic performance as calculated by the hydraulic model for sewer flows at
moderate buildout conditions if no improvements are made to the existing system. Figure 6-3
shows similar results but with the increased aggressive buildout conditions. These results assume
that future development will flow to the nearest service pipe in the existing system. As can be
seen in the figures, there are a number of capacity deficiencies under these scenarios. However,
the location of these deficiencies varies only slightly from the moderate to aggressive buildout
scenarios. Deficiencies are primarily focused in two areas: Exchange Park and the westside.
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Exchange Park Deficiencies
Multiple deficiencies occur between 500 North and State Street, near Exchange Park. Though
many of these deficiencies appeared in the existing system analysis, these deficiencies increase
in severity and additional deficiencies appear when analyzing the system under buildout
conditions. Because this area is located near the Provo River, it is believed that both infiltration
and population growth area contributing to the rapid increase in flows in these pipelines.
Westside Gravity and Lift Deficiencies
The mo
as a result of the large
potential for growth in this area of Provo. Capacity problems begin near the north end of
Lakeshore drive along the Skipper Bay line and continue south to the Skipper Bay Lift Station.
From there, pipe deficiencies continue downstream of each of the lift stations.
In addition to the pipe capacity deficiencies shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3, the future growth
scenario also results in lift station capacity concerns in the Skipper Bay, Harbor Park, and West
Side Lift Stations. However, because the City already plans to abandon these lift stations by
sending flows west to the future Lakeview Parkway trunkline, further analysis of these
deficiencies is not included in this report. However, a recommended strategy for Westside
development is included in Appendix C.
Other Miscellaneous System Deficiencies
Beyond the deficiencies affected by Westside growth and the area of Exchange Park, there are
other minor deficiencies that occur as the City develops toward buildout. These type of system
deficiencies only trigger a needed improvement project if more than a single reach of pipe begins
to exceed City design criteria. These types of projects will not be discussed individually here, but
system improvements are included in Chapter 7 to address these types of deficiencies.
The City has also been striving to consolidate lift stations to eliminate or reduce ongoing
maintenance costs on lift stations. The Harbor Park, Skipper Bay, and Westside Lift Station were
discussed previously. The City will also be eliminating the Billings and Airport Lift Stations in
the near future. The Billings Lift Station tributary area will be drained toward the existing
Ironton Lift Station (which has sufficient capacity to accommodate flows), and the Airport Lift
Station will be eliminated when development occurs east of the airport. The Airport tributary
area will drain to the future Southwest Lift Station.
Potential System Capacity Issues
In addition to the expected overall growth in the City, the City has requested that BC&A
consider two other specific capacity issues: development in the northwest and northeast sections
of the City.
Southwest Development
development timing, variations in projected timing of phases may vary. Temporary flow
monitoring should be conducted at key locations (upstream of the Skipper Bay Lift station,
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Westside Lift Station, and in the 36-inch sewer main west of I-15) on the Westside prior to
significant developments to assess system flows and available capacity. The City has installed a
permanent flow meter along the 36-inch sewer main at manhole L24_17 to monitor flows from
the westside, and it is recommended that flow monitoring continue specifically during wet years.
This will aid Provo City personnel in identifying when various projects must commence. See
Appendix C for detailed development plan.
Northwest Development
The City is currently in the process of designing and constructing the Lakeview Parkway
trunkline which will provide more capacity and allow further development on the westside. As
part of this design, the City has asked BC&A to determine if all of the northwest section of the
City can be served by gravity in the future Lakeview Parkway trunkline. If this can be achieved,
the Northwest Lift Station can be eliminated. A recommended development strategy for this area
is included in Appendix C.
Northeast Development
Provo City has been approached by some developers to provide sewer service to additional
development in the northeast section of the City and Provo Canyon. This area represents
potential additional flows to both the City Canyon Road trunk line and Freedom Boulevard
trunk line beyond those planned in the City s general plan for build out. Because this area would
tie
system at the extreme north end of University Avenue, any
development that occurs in this area has the potential to impact a large number of sewer lines.
For planning purposes, Provo City would like to know how much remaining capacity the
Freedom Boulevard and Canyon Road trunk lines have.
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When considering the available capacity for future growth it is important that capacity be
considered at two levels:
Scenario 1: Available Capacity in the Existing Sewer System This scenario was
used to determine the current remaining capacity in each trunk line. This excludes all
other additional growth and any future system improvements. In short, this scenario tells
the City how much capacity is available today if additional development is allowed to
compete for the available capacity.
Scenario 2: Available Capacity in the Future Sewer System As part of this plan, a
number of improvements will be built to eliminate bottlenecks and increase capacity. At
the same time, planned growth under the City s existing general plan will use up some
portion of both existing and new capacity. This scenario looks at the remaining capacity
in the future system once all planned growth is accounted for. In short, this scenario tells
the City how much capacity will be available in the future without adding more
improvement projects to the master plan.
Each of these scenarios is examined for both the Freedom Blvd. and Canyon Road trunklines.
Freedom Boulevard Trunk Line
1. Existing Capacity
Provo Canyon is not currently connected to the Provo City
collection system. Most of the canyon area is considered developmentally sensitive, and
future flows considered in Figures 6-2 and 6-3 assume only minimal flows are added to
the northeast section of the Provo collection system. As can be seen in Figures 6-2 and 63, there appears to be some excess capacity in the Cit s existing Freedom Boulevard and
Canyon Road trunk lines at their far north ends. However, at the junction near the
Riverside Country Club, some of the pipes to the south and east appear to be near full
capacity. The results of these figures would suggest that there is only very limited
capacity for additional flow in both the Freedom Boulevard and Canyon Road trunk lines.
Table 6-1 shows the number and length of pipes impacted by hydraulic deficiencies as
flow into the Freedom Boulevard trunk line is increased from existing conditions in small
increments from 0.0 cfs to 2.0 cfs. It should be noted that the additional flows shown in
the table represent peak daily flows into the trunk line.
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Table 6-1
Freedom Boulevard Existing Hydraulic Deficiencies with
Added Flow from Northeast Provo
Additional
Peak Flow1
(cfs)
0
0.5
1
2
1

No. of
ERCs
0
718
1,435
2,870

No. of
People
0
2,870
5,741
11,481

Number of
Pipe Segments
with
Deficiencies
0
0
4
12

Length of
Pipe with
Deficiencies
(ft)
0
0
1,515
4,339

Based on 1.87 peaking factor

As can be seen in the table, the system shows that no segments of pipeline are currently
deficient, and no additional segments become deficient when adding up to 0.5 cfs (718
ERCs) of flow.
2. Future Capacity
Several of the future deficiencies shown along the Freedom
Boulevard trunk line are resolved by Projects 13, 15, and 18 (see Chapter 7)2. With these
improvements in place, Table 6-2 shows similar information to Table 6-1, but for future
conditions described in Scenario 2. If the aggressive growth population projections are
reached, and all recommended improvement projects along the Freedom Boulevard trunk
line are completed then a total of 359 ERCs (.25 cfs) may be added to the system along
this trunk line.
Table 6-2
Freedom Boulevard Projected Hydraulic Deficiencies with
Added Flow from Northeast Provo
Additional
Peak Flow1
(cfs)

No. of
ERCs

No. of
People

0
0.25
0.3

0
359
431

0
1,435
1,722

Number of
Pipe Segments
with
Deficiencies
0
0
1

Length of
Pipe with
Deficiencies
(ft)
0
0
455

1

Based on 1.87 peaking factor

2 Once these projects are completed, only a few scattered segments of pipe are shown as deficient along the Freedom Boulevard
trunk line. However, these remaining scattered deficiencies do not represent a real deficiency to the City. Model deficiencies
affecting only one pipe segment along a line are often the result of a pipe with a relatively flat slope. If the pipe is relatively short, a
flat slope may not result in any realistic backwater problems for the line. Surcharging will not occur until several pipes upstream or
downstream begin to have capacity problems.
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Canyon Road Trunk Line
1. Existing Capacity A similar analysis was completed for the Canyon Road trunk line.
For existing conditions, only 256 ERCs (.18 cfs) can be added to the existing system
along the Canyon Road trunk line.
2. Future Capacity The future deficiency shown along the Canyon Road trunk line is
resolved by Project 16 (see Chapter 7). If Project 16 is completed and aggressive buildout
population projections are reached, then a remaining total of 303 ERCs (.21 cfs) may be
added to the system along the Canyon Road trunk. Anything beyond this will require
additional improvements.
It should be noted that, because the Canyon Road trunk line flows into the Freedom Boulevard
trunk line, all flows added to the Canyon Road trunk line will also reduce available capacity in
the Freedom Boulevard trunk line. For example, if 256 ERCs were added to the Canyon Road
trunk line today, then the remaining existing capacity in the Freedom Boulevard trunk line would
be reduced to 462 ERCs (718 less 256). If expected future conditions are reached, and 303 ERCs
are added to the Canyon Road trunk line, then the future remaining capacity in the Freedom
Boulevard trunk line would be reduced to only 56 ERCs (359 less 303).
Due to the complexity of determining the excess capacity in these two trunk lines, the City
should require that all future development in this area connect to the Freedom Boulevard trunk
line.
If flows are allowed to increase in association with additional development into either the
Freedom Boulevard or the Canyon Road trunk line, additional hydraulic deficiencies will occur.
For the purposes of this master plan, it has been assumed that development from Provo Canyon
will not result in peak flows greater than the capacity limits described above. Correspondingly,
no additional improvements beyond what are already identified in Chapter 7 have been
identified. If development exceeds the capacity limits identified, this conclusion will need to be
revised. Table 6-3 summarizes, in ERCs, the expected growth and available capacity along both
the Freedom Boulevard and Canyon Road trunklines under both existing and aggressive buildout
conditions.
Table 6-3
Remaining ERC Capacity along Freedom Boulevard and
Canyon Road Trunklines

Trunkline
Freedom Boulevard
Canyon Road

Current
Remaining
Capacity
718
256
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Future
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Future
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Future
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Capacity with
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Future System Performance with Improvements
Figure 6-4 shows the City s system with expected Aggressive Buildout flows and all planned
improvement projects completed. As seen in Figure 6-4, if the City completes all proposed
improvement projects, no significant deficiencies are expected to appear in the sewer system.
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CHAPTER 7
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
The hydraulic model was used to evaluate various alternatives for correcting the identified
deficiencies under projected future conditions. The projects have been separated into three groups:
0-5 year, 5-10 year, or greater than 10 year depending on the expected timing of the project.
Proposed sizes for pipes have been included based on known or estimated pipe slopes. Once design
of sewer mains commences, the design pipe capacity should be based on the projected build-out
flows in upstream sub-basins as discussed in Chapter 5.
0-5 YEAR IMPROVEMENTS
Figure 7-1 shows the location and size of the improvements that appear as existing deficiencies
under current flows and planning infiltration and that should be constructed within 0 to 5 years.
P1.

Exchange Park (Phase 1) Surcharging is predicted in the 600 West pipelines from
500 North to Columbia Lane. Most surcharging exists at this location under existing
conditions, and the City is aware of the current deficiencies. Plans have already
started on the Exchange Park Project to both upsize and steepen the current
pipeline. The plans show the current 15-inch diameter pipeline being replaced with
a larger 24-inch diameter pipeline. This larger pipe diameter was modeled under
the aggressive buildout flows and shows no deficiencies under buildout conditions.

P2.

Lakeview Pkwy. The City has started constructing additional pipelines on the
west side in order to prepare for expected additional growth. The pipeline from
Lakeview Pkwy and 2470 West to Center Street has been completed. Project P2
includes the remaining pipeline to be constructed from Center Street to the
Northwest Lift Station near the new Provo High School.

P3.

Skipper Bay LS Interceptor
Provo City also plans to construct a pipeline
connection between Lakeshore Dr. and Lakeview Pkwy. along 500 North. This pipe
will intercept flows that currently go to the Skipper Bay Lift Station such that this
lift station can be eliminated.

P4.

Harbor Park LS Interceptor Harbor Park Lift Station may also be bypassed by
constructing a pipeline connection between the Lift Station and Lakeshore Dr to
intercept flows going to Harbor Park LS. This project will connect to Project P3
and allow for increased flows from the west side of the City.

P5.

Airport LS Interceptor In order to completely bypass the Airport Lift Station, a
new 12-inch gravity pipeline connection between the Lift Station and Lakeview
Pkwy. must be constructed toward the proposed Southwest Lift Station.

P6.

Southwest Lift Station and Force Main Development in areas west of the freeway
will need a new lift station to accommodate growth, especially because the City
plans to abandon three existing lift stations including Skipper Bay, Harbor Park,
and Westside. The location of this new lift station should be optimized during predesign to limit required depths of sewer mains and the lift station wet well. The lift
station should be sited so that it can service all flows west of the freeway except for
areas located south of Lakeview Parkway.
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P7.

East Bay Blvd. Trunkline (Noorda) - Because the City is expecting the completion
of the Noorda Medical School within the next 5 years, it is recommended that the
12-inch trunkline along East Bay Blvd. be upsized to an 18-inch trunkline. This
project will be needed to accommodate the increase in both residential and
employment populations due to students and faculty at the school.

P8.

Billings LS Interceptor In order to completely eliminate the Billings Lift Station,
a new 12-inch gravity line is needed along Mountain Vista Pkwy along with an
extension of the Ironton Lift Station force main.

5-10 YEAR IMPROVEMENTS
Figure 7-1 shows the location and size of the improvements that appear as deficiencies under flows
and infiltration expected in 5 to 10 years.
P9.

Parallel Trunk to the WRF The existing 36-inch Westside Gravity sewer trunk is
nearing its capacity. For the purposes of this report, adding capacity in this location
has been assumed to be accomplished through the construction of a new parallel
sewer main from the intersection of 1600 West 600 South to the existing wastewater
WRF. This sewer trunk should be designed to reduce peak flows in the existing 36diameters are 24 and 30-inch as shown in Figure 7-1.
While a parallel gravity line has been shown for planning purposes, other options
should be considered as part of preliminary design. This could include extending
the force main from the Southwest Lift Station all the way to the WRF or replacing
the existing 36-inch pipeline with a larger pipeline.
Capacity in this 36obstacle in serving growth on its west side. Correspondingly, it is useful for
planning purposes to identify how much remaining capacity exists in this pipeline.
As of the October 2018 flow monitoring, observed flows in the pipeline indicate
that there is 1.11 cfs (500 gpm) of remaining capacity in this pipeline. This equates
to sufficient capacity to serve about 1,600 homes based on the following
assumptions:
Approximately 209.4 gpd/home (52.35 gpcd and 4 persons/average singlefamily home)
Infiltration rate of 15 percent of domestic wastewater flow
Peaking factor of 1.87
It should be emphasized that the additional number of connections identified is
based on new connections after the date of flow monitoring (October 2018). All
new connections since that date (including previously approved homes currently
under construction) will need to be counted against the total allowance.
It should also be noted that the estimate of remaining capacity is premised on the
2011 infiltration rates. If the City could identify and reduce infiltration, additional
capacity may become available for additional development. For example, reducing
infiltration to the average levels identified throughout the rest of the City would
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free up 1.67 cfs (750 gpm) of additional capacity in the Westside Trunk to
accommodate approximately 2,300 additional ERCs.
P10.

500 North Diversion Under existing conditions, a few segments of pipeline south
of 500 N. are deficient. However, it is recommended that all flows at 500 N. be
diverted west once project 9 is completed. This is to avoid multiple deficiencies
that would occur along the pipeline from 500 N. and 800 W. to the WRF if flows
were to continue flowing south at the diversion.

P11.

Exchange Park (Phase 2) Under existing conditions, a few segments of pipeline
just north of Columbia Lane are deficient. However, it is recommended that these
pipes, along with the remaining section from Columbia Lane to just south of 1720
North, be constructed in Phase 2 of the Exchange Park project. This entire segment
of pipe is expected to be deficient in 5-10 years and it is recommended that the pipe
diameter be increased from 15-inch to at least 18-inch.

> 10 YEAR IMPROVEMENTS
Figure 7-1 also shows the location and size of the improvements that appear as deficiencies under
flows and infiltration expected in 10 or more years. Because these projects are not needed within
the planning window of this master plan, it is recommended that the City monitor the pipelines
where these future deficiencies are expected to occur. They can then be reassessed as part of the
P12.

500 North from 600 West to 800 West Under both the moderate and aggressive
buildout scenarios, this pipeline shows as undersized and should be upsized from a
27-inch diameter to a 30-inch diameter.

P13.

Freedom Blvd. from the Provo FrontRunner tracks to 920 South The project
begins just south of the railroad tracks and stretches down to 920 South. The
recommended replacement pipe diameter for this project is 30-inch.

P14.

Bulldog Ln. from Lakeshore Dr. to Lakeview Parkway Under both moderate and
aggressive buildout scenarios, the pipeline on Lakeshore Dr., just south of Bulldog
Ln., is expected to become deficient. Instead of upsizing existing pipes along
Lakeshore Dr., it is recommended that the City construct a new pipeline along
Bulldog Ln. to convey flows to the future Lakeview Parkway pipeline identified in
Project P2.

P15.

University Ave. from 3700 North to 3470 North This Project is located along the
pipeline that leads to the Provo Canyon. These pipelines are deficient only under
planned buildout conditions. If the City decides to connect future flows from Provo
Canyon, it is critical that the City monitor this area. It is recommended that the pipe
be upsized to a 15-inch diameter to accommodate the buildout growth (without
Provo Canyon). If Provo Canyon were added, this size would need to be reassessed.

P16.

2680 North - Under both moderate and aggressive buildout scenarios, the pipeline
on 2680 North west of 140 East becomes deficient. This stretch of pipe is 10-inch
and is smaller in diameter than upstream pipes (which are 15-inch). The pipes are
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on steep slopes, so have not exhibited any hydraulic deficiencies yet, but will at
buildout unless replaced with 15-inch diameter pipe.
P17.

900 North and 700 East from 900 East to 800 North Due to the expected growth
on east side, particularly near BYU, this pipeline shows deficiencies under expected
buildout scenarios. It is recommended that the pipeline be upsized to 15-inch to
accommodate for an increasing student body population at BYU as well as
increasing densities on the eastside of the City.

P18.

University Ave./ Cougar Blvd from 150 East to 800 North and Freedom Blvd. from
950 North to 800 North This Project is the result of the increasing student
population at Brigham Young University (BYU) and the corresponding increased
flows expected in the future. It is recommended that the current pipe diameters be
increased to 18-inch along Cougar Blvd and University Ave., and 27-inch along
Freedom Blvd.

P19.

Exchange Park (Phase 3) The third phase of the Exchange Park Project includes
future pipeline deficiencies from just south of 1720 North to 1940 North. Because
these deficiencies are not expected for more than 10 years, it is recommended that
the City continue to monitor these pipes in the future to have a better understanding
of when this project will be necessary. If a project becomes necessary, it is expected
that installation of an 18-inch pipeline will be necessary.

P20.

Southwest Sewer Main Once the Southwest Lift Station and force main are
constructed, the City will allow development to begin in the southwest area. This
will require a sewer main with increasing diameters of 12, 15, and 18-inches to
convey flows from nearly 1100 West back to 2470 West and ultimately the
Southwest Lift Station.

LIFT STATION IMPROVEMENTS
Not detailed in the list of improvements above is a complete discussion of required lift station
improvements. Based on the recommended improvements, peak lift station flow rates at build-out
are summarized in Table 7-1, with the exception of the five lift stations that will be abandoned or
decommissioned: Westside, Harbor Park, Skipper Bay, Airport, and Billings.
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Table 7-1
Build-out Lift Station Flow Rates

Lift Station
Westside

Estimated Existing
Capacity 1 pump
(gpm)
2,300

Harbor Park

1,100

Skipper Bay

1,100

Billings

350

Airport

264

Ironton
East Bay II
East Bay III
East Bay I
Lakewood
Plant
State Park
Grandview
Future Southwest
Northwest

557
500
500
500
450
340
230
130
-1,300

Build-Out
Peak Flow
Rate1 (gpm)
Abandon in
2022
Abandon in
2022
Abandon in
2022
Abandon in
2021
Abandon <10
yrs
--2
--2
--2
--2
250
800
196
95
4,889
917

% Buildout
Peak Flow to
Existing
Capacity

----56%
235%
85%
73%
-71%

1 Peak flow rates for small service area lift stations include a peaking factor consistent with recommended

peak instantaneous water use peaking factors from the State Division of Drinking Water.
2 Because these areas are predominantly industrial, the build-out peak flow rate for these lift stations will be

highly dependent on the types of industry allowed to develop. The capacity of these lift stations should be
reviewed as development occurs.

To account for abnormal peaks in flow, uncertainty in flow projections, and reduced long-term
pump capacity due to wear, it is recommended that peak flows at each lift station be 85 percent or
less of the estimated lift station capacity. Based on this criterion, the following lift station
modifications are necessary:
Plant Lift Station Future flow at this lift station will greatly exceed existing capacity.
To accommodate these flows, it is recommended that the lift station be expanded to a
capacity of at least 950 gpm (including a 15 percent buffer for mechanical decline or
unusual flow events). Much of the need for this additional capacity is associated with
the Noorda development. This improvement is currently under design and will be
completed summer of 2021.
Airport The historic Airport lift station was replaced in early 2020 and the City
eventually plans on bypassing flows around the lift station by gravity such that all flows
are eventually lifted by the Southwest Lift Station. However, this lift station will
BOWEN, COLLINS & ASSOCIATES
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operate until the new gravity main is in place. Costs to decommission the lift station
are relatively minimal and have not been included in this study.
Future Southwest A new lift station will be required to service a majority of the area
west of I-15,
the Westside, Harbor Park and Skipper
Bay lift stations. The Southwest Lift Station has been recommended for this purpose.
It is recommended that this lift station be constructed with an ultimate capacity of at
least 4,900 gpm to accommodate for future flows under aggressive buildout conditions.
However, initial capacity will need to be limited to no more than 2,600 gpm based on
limited capacity in the downstream 36-inch pipeline.
Based on these new lift station capacities, it is also important to consider the available wet well
volume at each lift station. Provo City personnel have indicated a desire to have no more than six
pump starts per hour at any of their lift stations. Model results indicate that wet well volumes for
the existing lift stations are generally adequate. For lift stations in industrial areas, such as the
Ironton lift station, the wet well volume should be re-evaluated as industrial development occurs
because sewer flows from this type of development can vary greatly in magnitude. If pump
capacity adjustment are needed to service future flows, wet well adjustments may also be
necessary.
Final recommended improvements for lift stations are listed in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2
Recommended Build-Out Lift Station Improvements
Maximum Existing
Wet Well Volume
(gallons)

Build-Out Lift
Station Capacity
(gpm)

Recommended
Minimum Wet Well
Volume at Build-Out*
(gallons)

Future Southwest

--

4,900

9,520*

Plant Lift Station

850

950

2,375*

Lift Station

*

Based on criterion of a maximum of six starts per hour. A different criterion may be merited for trench style
wet wells or other VFD based lift stations.

The table provides minimum wet well capacities required for the construction of the new
Southwest Lift Station and the Plant Lift Station. It should be emphasized that the volumes
indicated refer to useable wet well volume. This is the volume of the wet well between the pump
start and pump stop set points.
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ESTIMATED COST OF IMPROVEMENTS
Based on the recommended improvements discussed above, the estimated cost, in both 2020 and
future dollars (future dollars being calculated with a 3 percent inflation rate per year until year of
construction), of system improvements is summarized in Table 7-3. Many of these costs are
. Table 7-4 summarizes costs associated with each
group (0-5 year, 5-10 year, >10 year) of improvements.
Table 7-3
System Improvement Costs
Project
No.

Approximate
Timing

P.1

2021

P.2A

2021

P.2B

2021

P.2C

2022

P.3
P.4
P.5
P.6A
P.6B

2022
2023
2025
2025
2026

P.7

2025

P.8
P.9
P.10
P.11
P.12
P.13

2025
2027
2027
2029
>2030
>2030

P.14

>2030

P.15

>2030

P.16

>2030

P.17

>2030

P.18
P.19
P.20
Total

>2030
>2030
>2030

Description
Exchange Park (phase 1)
Lakeview Pkwy. - Construct 3,225 ft of ~27"
pipe from Center Street to 620 North
Lakeview Pkwy. - Construct 1,740 ft of 21"
pipe from 620 North to Bulldog Lane
Lakeview Pkwy. - Construct 4,400 ft of 21"
pipe from Bulldog Lane to Northwest Lift
Station
Skipper Bay LS Interceptor
Harbor Park LS Interceptor
Airport LS Interceptor
Southwest Lift Station & 1st Force Main
2nd Force Main from Southwest Lift Station
East Bay Blvd. Trunkline & Plant Lift
Station (Noorda)
Billings LS Interceptor
Redundant 36-inch Trunkline
500 N. Diversion
Exchange Park (phase 2)
500 North from 600 West to 800 West
Freedom Blvd. from the Provo FrontRunner
Bulldog Ln. (Lakeshore Dr. to Lakeview
Pkwy.)
University Ave. from 3700 North to 3470
North
2680 North
900 North and 700 East from 900 East to
800 North
University Ave./ Cougar Blvd
Exchange Park (phase 3)
Southwest Sewer Main
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Total Cost
(2020
Dollars)
$3,321,000

Inflated Cost
for Year of
Construction
$3,420,000

$4,725,600

$4,726,000

$1,364,400

$1,365,000

$3,451,000

$3,661,000

$2,500,000
$3,700,000
$1,864,000
$13,493,000
$2,493,000

$2,653,000
$4,044,000
$2,161,000
$15,643,000
$2,976,000

$3,694,000

$4,282,000

$2,200,000
$9,466,000
$24,000
$1,325,000
$1,357,000
$908,000

$2,551,000
$11,641,000
$30,000
$1,729,000
$1,824,000
$1,221,000

$1,150,000

$1,546,000

$1,286,000

$1,729,000

$999,000

$1,343,000

$1,185,000

$1,592,000

$2,343,000
$1,789,000
$4,760,000
$69,398,000

$3,148,000
$2,404,000
$6,397,000
$82,086,000
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Table 7-4
Costs Associated with Improvement Groups

0-5 year
5-10 year
> 10 year
Total

BOWEN, COLLINS & ASSOCIATES

2020 Cost

Inflated Cost

$42,806,000
$10,815,000
$15,777,000
$69,398,000

$47,482,000
$13,400,000
$21,204,000
$82,086,000
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CHAPTER 8
PIPELINE CONDITION ASSESSMENT
INTRODUCTION
Provo City has retained Bowen Collins & Associates (BC&A) to prepare a basic asset
management plan
sewer collection system as part of this report. The purpose of
this plan will be to determine what existing conditions are of the sewer infrastructure in the
Provo City service area and provide budgetary costs for recommended improvements to maintain
the infrastructure. Asset management is discussed in two chapters. Chapter 8 focuses on
condition of these assets. Chapter 9 uses the inventory and condition assessment data to develop
a plan of action.
It should be emphasized that this study is just the first step in developing an asset management
program. This study will identify the likely locati
the condition of these most critical assets, and then use the results in these sample areas to
extrapolate to other infrastructure throughout the City. Over time, the City can then augment
these results with additional condition assessment through the rest of the system.
EXISTING SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEM
was to obtain data from the City on the nature and condition of their sewer collection system.
The most useful form of data is a GIS shapefile that includes attributes of pipe material, pipe
size, pipe age, cleaning information, condition assessment, date of last video inspection, etc.
Provo
r sewer collection system consists of the following attributes
that are related to asset management:
Individual pipe identification number
Diameter and length of individual pipes
Installation year of individual pipes
Material of individual pipes
Comments that include the cleaning schedule of some pipes
Most recent video inspection year of individual pipes
Some of these attributes are not available or are inaccurate for some of the pipes in the GIS
database. There are also some critical attributes (relative to asset management in a sewer system)
(e.g. estimates of
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) concentrations in each pipeline). A summary of each of the sewer
pipeline attributes noted above is contained in the following sections. Additional details
D and E.
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Pipe Diameter
In general, the pipe diameter attribute of the GIS database was mostly complete and is believed
to be accurate. Figure 8system. About 2
a pipe diameter assigned in the GIS database. This information is also summarized in Table 2-1.
Pipe Material
The pipe material attribute of the GIS database was largely incomplete. While the data that is
contained in current attribute field is believed to be accurate, about 75% of the total length of
GIS database (Current information is summarized in Table 2-1).
Because pipe material is a critical attribute to understand when assessing asset management
database with and expected pipe material attribute for those pipelines without data. Inspection
data was the most accurate way to populate the pipe material attribute, so this was the first step
in populating the pipes with unknown pipe material. Inspection data was also used to verify the
material of pipes that already had pipe material populated.
Installation year was the next step for populating the pipes with unknown pipe material. Based
on input from City staff and the observed materials of pipelines with data, the following trends
were observed and used to populate the missing pipe material fields:
Pipes installed before 1951 were populated as clay.
Pipes installed between 1951 and 1981 were populated as clay for diameters less than 12
inches and concrete for diameters greater than or equal to 12 inches.
Pipes installed after 1981 were populated as PVC.
Figure 8-2 shows the expec
system has multiple other known pipe materials, but concrete, clay, and PVC are the most
common materials and encompass the vast majority of pipelines in the system.
Installation Year and Age
of pipes in the system. This information is critical to estimating the remaining life of pipes in the
system. Figure 8-3 shows the estimated pipe installation y
system. This information is also summarized in Table 8-1.
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Table 8-1
Sewer Collection System Installation Date
Installation
Year
Unknown
1909 - 1930
1931 - 1950
1951 - 1970
1971 - 1990
1991 - 2010
2011 - 2020
Total

Percentage of
Collection System
by Pipe Length
1.26%
0.86%
22.39%
20.51%
25.92%
23.11%
5.95%
100.0%

As summarized in the table, construction of the Provo City collection system has been relatively
steady over time, averaging about one percent per year for the past 90 years. This has slowed
down just a little over the last decade. Of concern from an asset management perspective is that
the end of
their expected life.
Cleaning and Inspection Data
Provo
multiple fields that pertain to cleaning
and inspection. Appendix E discusses cleaning and inspection data documentation processes for
in greater detail.
Recommended Modifications for Future Data Collection
se
can be found in Appendix D. Recommended documentation of operations and maintenance
activities for the City and its databases can be found in Appendix E.
PIPELINE CONDITION ASSESSMENT
Perhaps the most important step of any collection system asset management plan is determining
the existing condition of pipes in the collection system. The most common way to determine the
existing condition of pipes in a collection system is to have a trained crew use their equipment to
video inspect the inside of the pipes. The crew is trained to recognize defects in the pipe and
code them accordingly.
HISTORIC CITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT PRACTICES
Provo City owns their own equipment for inspecting their collection systems via video. Provo
City personnel have been trained to operate the video equipment and they have used this
Provo
that assessment is contained here.
BOWEN, COLLINS & ASSOCIATES
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Quantity of Inspection Videos
The City has inspected several pipelines in its system and saves all inspection videos regardless
of pipe condition. Figure 8-4 shows the sewer pipelines that have been inspected and those for
which inspection videos are available. The figure also shows the condition score of those pipes
where available.
Quality of Inspection Video Data
As explained in greater detail in Appendix F, Provo City uses a pipe inspection database called
Granite Net Viewer or CUES
CUES database was given to BC&A to
through the interface is high quality and provides excellent images of pipe condition.
The CUES database also provides the City with a way to give each pipe in the sewer collection
system a score
Scor . There are multiple parts of the CUES scoring system that are important, which are the
CUES Structural Score, the CUES Maintenance Score, and the CUES Total Score (which is
simply the addition of the first two scores). The CUES Structural Score is the most important
CUES scoring parameter for this asset management analysis.
Because BC&A was not as familiar with the CUES scoring system, the CUES Structural Scores
were reviewed and compared against PACP1 structural scores developed for the same pipelines
in a system sample. This comparison is described in detail in Appendix E. Based on the results of
this comparison, it was determined that the CUES Structural Scores are useful for identifying
pipes with specific problems but give the same weight to spot deficiencies (e.g. infiltration
around a lateral, intruding roots, etc.) that they do to more generalized deficiencies (e.g.
corrosion along the length of the pipe). Thus, pipes needing a small spot repair but otherwise in
good condition would have a similar CUES structural score to pipes on the verge of failing. As a
result, consideration of the CUES structural score alone was not able to accurately predict the
overall condition of the pipe and its need for rehabilitation. Due to this limitation, it was
determined that the CUES scoring system is useful for identifying pipelines with potential
problems but could not be used for the asset management purposes of this report.

1 Up until a few years ago, there was limited ability to uniformly code and store data regarding system deficiencies.
Fortunately, recent advancements in technology and a concerted nationwide effort to improve and standardize
inspection data has resulted in the Pipeline Assessment and Certification Program (PACP). This program seeks to
standardize condition assessment coding and data storage so information can be shared and analyzed more easily in
sewer collection systems across the country. PACP coding can be used to develop a structural score that gives a
useful indication of remaining life in a pipeline. Use of PACP coding in Provo City is highly recommended and is
discussed in detail in Appendix F.
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UPDATED CONDITION ASSESSMENT
Since the CUES scoring system was not providing a reliable indication of rehabilitation and
replacement needs,
of the existing condition of Provo City
sewer collection system assets was as follows:
1. Code a Sample of Existing Video Data Using PACP Coding PACP has been shown
to provide a reliable indication of pipeline condition and expected remaining life. While
coding all of the available video data with useable condition codes was beyond the scope
of this project, BC&A was able to select a significant number of pipelines in
representative portions of the sewer collection for detailed coding. This provides a
sample of pipeline condition data that can then be used to predict the condition of other
pipelines in the system.
2. Using the Sample Inspection Results, Develop a Formula for Predicting Condition in
Other Parts of the System BC&A then used the limited data from the sample of
inspection videos along with pipeline age data to develop a formula for the expected
condition of pipes in the Cit
Each of these steps are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
PACP Coding Using a Sample of Existing Videos
the structural condition scoring system from the Pipeline Assessment and Certification Program
(PACP). Official PACP structural condition scoring needs to be performed by someone who is
certified by PACP and has been through the training to recognize all the types of deficiencies and
how to score them accordingly. Preliminary structural condition scoring using PACP coding was
performed by BC&A.
PACP structural scoring works by first identifying a specific, standardized type of deficiency
(e.g. a circumferential crack will have a PACP deficiency code of CC, hydrogen sulfide
corrosion resulting in visible aggregate will have a PACP deficiency code of SAVC, etc.). The
location and extent of each of these deficiencies is also identified and all deficiency data is stored
in a standardized, searchable database. Associated with each standardized deficiency is a
numerical structural deficiency value that represents the level of concern associated with each
deficiency (e.g. a circumferential crack has a PACP structural code of 1, hydrogen sulfide
corrosion resulting in visible aggregate has a PACP structural code of 3, etc.). This structural
scoring provides a numeric value that can be objectively determined for each pipe following
established standards. Table 8-2 summarizes the PACP structural scoring categories.
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Table 8-2
PACP Structural Condition Scoring Categories
PACP
Structural
Scoring
0
1
2
3
4
5

General Condition
No observable deficiencies
Pipe segment has minor defects failure unlikely in the foreseeable
future
Pipe segment has minor defects failure unlikely for at least 20 years
Pipe segment has moderate defects continued deterioration may result
in failure in less than a 20-year timeframe
Pipe segment has severe defects it is near the end of its useful life
Pipe segment is beyond its useful life failure has occurred or is
imminent

BC&A used the PACP structural condition scoring values in the table above and selected pipes
BC&A performed preliminary PACP structural condition scoring on are shown in Figure 8-5.
EXPECTED LIFE
A significant deliverable of this asset management plan was a prediction of the expected design
scores from the table above to develop an estimate of expected remaining design life for all
pipelines with available inspection data. These results were then extrapolated to estimate the
expected design life for all other pipelines in the collection system. The process of estimating
expected design life is discussed in detail in Appendix F.
Once expected design life was predicted for all of the pipes in the collection system, the age of
each pipeline was compared to its expected design life to calculate the expected remaining life
for each pipe in the collection system. This value is important to determine which pipes are close
to reaching the end of their expected design life, which pipes are past their expected design life,
or which pipes have quite a few years until they reach their expected design life.
Table 8-3 show
remaining design life.
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Table 8-3
Percentage of Sewer Collection System versus Expected Design Life
Years Until End of
Expected Design Life

Percentage of Sewer
Collection System

Already Exceeded

4%

0-10 years

10%

10-30 Years

23%

30-60 Years

26%

60-90 Years

24%

90-110 Years

13%

CONCLUSIONS
The following major conclusions can be made from the analysis contained in this chapter:
some changes are needed to improve the usefulness of data collection for asset
management purposes. This includes collecting additional pipe material data and moving
to the PACP scoring system for pipeline inspection.
Provo City has some upcoming needs relative to rehabilitation and replacement in its
sewer collection system. It is predicted that approximately 4 percent of the entire
collection system has reached the end of its expected design life and another 10 percent
of the collection system will be reaching its expected design life over the next ten years.
In the long-run, rehabilitation and replacement needs are expected to remain relative
steady. Approximately one quarter of the system will need to be rehabilitated or replaced
every 30 years.
While the City has invested in rehabilitation and replacement in the past, the quantity of
pipe addressed has been less than recommended here. Provo City needs to steadily
increase its investment in rehabilitation and replacement of the existing sewer collection
system. This is discussed in greater detail in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 9
ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANNING
EXPECTED SYSTEM REHABILIATION AND REPLACEMENT NEEDS
D
collection system is important for future budgeting purposes. The purpose of this chapter is to
estimate the expected needed investment in the Provo City sewer collection system to
sustainably maintain these assets.
COLLECTION SYSTEM REHABILITATION AND REPLACEMENT
To determine the expected collection system rehabilitation and replacement costs for Provo City,
BC&A used a database for sewer system rehabilitation and replacement unit costs that BC&A
has developed over the last several years. This database uses past project costs and the current
Engineering News Record (ENR) cost index to estimate unit costs for collection system pipes.
Appendix H has more detail regarding expected collection system rehabilitation and replacement
costs and the value of assets.
Provo City Expected Rehabilitation and Replacement Schedule
Provo
311 miles of pipe. The total cost to
completely replace all of the pipes in the Provo collection system would be approximately $630
million based on 2020 construction costs. However, it will not be necessary to completely
replace the entire system as it ages because of rehabilitation technologies (e.g. slip lining, castin-place pipe, etc.). Rehabilitation costs are much lower than replacement costs (20% to 60%
depending on pipe diameter). If Provo were able to rehabilitate the entire system rather than
133 million.
Unfortunately, it is generally not possible to rehabilitate all system components due to either
condition or capacity issues. Some pipes are beyond saving with rehabilitation, while others may
require upsizing or correction of grade issues; all of these scenarios would require a replacement.
To account for the limitations on rehabilitation, BC&A recommends budgeting for system
collection systems need to be 50% rehabilitated and 50% replaced, BC&A calculated the
rehabilitation and replacement value of the sewer collection system at $380 million.
The timing of this investment can be estimated based on expected remaining system life of the
existing assets. Figure 9-1 shows the rehabilitation and replacement needs for Provo
collection system based on this asset management analysis. This figure includes:
The cost of rehabilitation and replacement in each year based on the current estimate of
A 10-year moving average cost. It should be remembered that most installation dates are
approximations based on the time of development and should not be considered exact.
This is evident in the figure, where large spikes in rehabilitation costs are observed in
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2040, 2060, and 2070. Thus, the 10-year moving average gives a better overall indication
of the recommended level of investment required to meet system needs.
The average annual cost of investment if the total cost is distributed equally from 2021 to
2100.
From Figure 9-1, a few major conclusions can be made:
Average recommended investment in rehabilitation and replacement of sewer collection
system facilities is $3.8 million/year. This is significantly more than the City has been
investing in rehabilitation and replacement activities in the past.
There is a significant amount of sewer pipe that is at or beyond its useful life. The
estimated cost of replacing and/or rehabilitating these pipelines is $15 million. Action on
these pipelines is recommended as soon as possible if the City wants to avoid the
potential for costly pipeline failures.
There is a relatively high recommended level of investment over the next few years. This
is a function of pipelines reaching the end of their useful life as a result of age (in the
case of the oldest section of pipes built in the early 1900s) and hydrogen sulfide
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANNING
The primary purpose of the analysis above was to establish a recommendation for the appropriate
level of funding to invest in rehabilitation and replacement of these systems. With a budget
established, the next step is to identify and prioritize which assets need to be addressed first and
identify a specific plan for their rehabilitation. Developing a detailed plan for all of the Provo
City system is beyond the scope of this report. The purpose of this chapter is to identify a
recommended process for developing a detailed plan.
Two important components of an asset management plan are evaluation of consequence of
failure and probability of failure. Each of these are discussed in the following sections. Once
consequence of failure and probability of failure are analyzed for the collection systems, the
product of these two factors can be used to establish asset criticality. Asset criticality is a
measurement of the priority for rehabilitation of an asset and can be used to then create a detailed
asset management plan.
CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE
To
is necessary to create a method for rating the importance of individual pipes and manholes in the
system. The relative importance of the pipes and manholes is rated based on the consequences of
failure. The purpose of this section is to outline a proposed procedure for rating the consequence
of failure for individual pipes in the Provo City sewer collection system.
Importance of Consequence of Failure
Consequence of failure is an estimate of the importance of a pipe based on the impacts that
would result if the pipe were to fail. The repercussions of sudden failure can come from public
perception, public safety, health concerns, and other factors. The reliability that the pipe adds to
the system is also a factor that is considered in rating its consequence of failure. For example, an
reliability and performance of the Provo City sewer system as the 24 Freedom Trunkline that
collects flow from half of the City.
It should be noted that consequence of failure refers to the overall importance of a pipeline
without consideration of its condition. In other words, if there are two pipelines that are identical
in every way except that one is in excellent condition and the other is nearing failure, they will
still have the same consequence of failure. For asset management purposes, pipeline condition is
considered separately
maintenance, the City will obviously need to consider both consequence of failure and
probability of failure. However, to make sure both issues are considered and weighed
appropriately, these concepts need to be discussed and considered separately first.
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Proposed Consequence of Failure Rating System
While it is easy to understand the general principle behind consequence of failure, it is much
more difficult to implement a rating system to accurately represent consequence of failure.
While some consequences are easy to quantify from pipe to pipe (e.g. pipeline replacement
costs), most consequences of failure are much more difficult to represent quantitatively (e.g.
impacts to health and safety or results of regulatory violations). Instead of trying to quantify each
category of consequence, BC&A proposes using a few easily quantifiable factors to rank the
pipes. This ranking gives a relative indication of consequence of failure. Four factors are
proposed to estimate the consequence of failure of a sewer pipe: the flow rate in the pipe, the
category of road over the pipe, the zoning of the area, and the depth of the pipe.
Sewer Flow Rate
Flow rate in a sewer pipe is the single most important indicator of the importance of a pipe. In
most situations, the higher the flow rate, the larger the area that pipe serves. Pipes that have a
higher flow rate that do not service a large area still need to have a have a higher consequence of
failure rating than pipes with lower flow rates. Bypass pumping cost, the risk of property
damage, environmental and regulatory consequences, the cost of pipe replacement, and problems
from sewage backing up in the system are all greater for larger flow rates. In a worst-case
scenario, if a pipe collapses or becomes blocked and the manholes surcharge resulting in
wastewater flows in basements and the street, there is a greater health hazard to the public with a
larger wastewater flow rate.
It is proposed that the average day flow rate be used as the base rating for the consequence of
failure for each pipe in the Provo City Sewer System. For the purpose of this chapter, estimated
flow has been based on 2020 model results.
The other three factors that influence the rating can then be used as multipliers to adjust the
sewer flow rate to produce a final rating. Table 9-1 lists the proposed multipliers to be assigned
to each rating factor. An explanation of each classification and its proposed multiplier is included
in the following sections.
Table 9-1
Consequence of Failure Multipliers
Road Class
No Road or
Residential
Collector
Major
Arterial
Freeway
Canal X-ing
Rail X-ing

Multiplier
1
1.2
3

Zone
Open Space/
Industrial
Residential
Commercial/
Institutional

Multiplier

Depth

Multiplier

1

0-12 feet

1

1.5

12-20 feet

1.2

1.7

10
5
10
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Road Category
There is a direct connection between the density of traffic and the cost and time associated with
maintenance and repairs on sewer pipes. Based on GIS information available from Provo City,
BC&A grouped streets into four major classifications: interstates, major arterials, collector
streets and residential streets.
Interstates Interstates are assigned the highest ranking, because the cost of crossing the
freeway is significantly higher than traditional pipe installation methods. The risks to
property and potential social disruption impacts that may result if traffic is affected are
additional impacts that are considered in this category. The proposed multiplier for the
pipes under the freeway was intentionally set to be high enough to generally push these
pipes into the highest level of consequence of failure.
Major arterials The next classification is the major arterials. They include University
Avenue, State Street, 300 South, Center Street, 500 West, University Parkway, and other
multi-lane major streets. More disruption would result from traffic control for work on
these streets than streets in the other categories. The time and money associated with
maintaining the pipes in these streets is fairly high.
Collector Streets The third classification in this category is the collector streets. These
streets do not have the volume of traffic that the major arterials have, but still have more
traffic than residential streets. Their multiplier is reflective of the traffic volume.
Residential Streets The fourth classification in this category is residential and other
small streets. These streets have the smallest volume of traffic and do not add to the
criticality ranking of a pipe. Pipes not located in roadways were also included in this
classification.
Also included in the road category is consideration of two additional types of crossings, canal
and railroad crossings with multipliers as shown in Table 9-1.
Zoning
Zoning is also a factor that impacts the consequence of failure rating. A sewer pipe in an open
field will not have as large a consequence of failure as the same sized pipe located in a
residential subdivision or in commercial areas. For this analysis, zoning has been grouped into
classifications:
Commercial In commercial areas of Provo City, there is high potential for costly
impacts since these areas can be congested. The multiplier for commercial areas in Provo
City is the highest out of the three zoning categories.
Residential
Residential areas do not generally have the same potential for costly
impacts as do more congested commercial areas. However, they do have more potential
for adverse public health effects than do areas of industrial or open space zoning.
Open Space and Industrial Areas zoned for industrial or open space are assumed to
have the least impact from a failed pipe.
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Depth of Pipe
The depth of the pipe can have a significant impact on the cost of repairs and rehabilitation of
sewer pipe. Extensions on backhoes, very wide trenches, possible dewatering, etc. make repairs
and maintenance much more expensive and time consuming on deeper pipes. For the purpose of
this analysis, the depth of pipe was grouped into two categories:
Less than 12 feet Pipes that are less than 12 feet deep can generally be maintained and
repaired using standard construction techniques.
12 to 20 feet Once the depth of a pipeline exceeds 12 feet, repairs and maintenance
begin to become more expensive and can be more time consuming. Additional equipment
and special construction techniques add to the cost of working on these deep pipes.
Consequence of Failure Results
Based on the proposed approach described above, ratings were developed for the pipelines in the
Provo City sewer collection system. For discussion purposes, the pipe ratings were divided into
three levels representing increasing consequence of failure as shown in Figure 9-2. This includes
Level 1, 2, and 3 ratings. The consequence of failure is relative only to the rest of the system.
The top 5 percent of the pipe ratings are identified as Level 1, the highest importance of pipes in
the system. The next 10 percent of the pipes have a consequence of failure Level 2. The rest of
the pipes are rated Level 3 (remaining 85 percent of the system). Characteristics of each level
are summarized in Table 9-2.
Table 9-2
Consequence of Failure Levels
Level
1 Highest Consequence of Failure
2 Moderate Consequence of Failure
3 Lowest Consequence of Failure
Total

Total Length of
Pipe (ft)
109,696
202,167
1,334,919
1,646,782

Occasionally, well-intentioned policy makers desire to modify the designation of consequence of
failure such that a higher portion of pipelines are included in Level 1 or Level 2. Their purpose is
to
ng the attention they deserve. However,
an important principle of asset management is that resources will always be limited. An asset
management plan will only be successful if it can properly prioritize and focus its resources on
the area of greatest need. In practicality, the five percent identified for Level 1 is already the
upper limit of pipelines than can be focused on without overwhelming or diluting available
resources.
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PROBABILITY OF FAILURE
Probability of failure is a measurement of the potential for a resource to fail in a given year 1.
Ideally, probability of failure would be defined in terms of an actual probability (i.e. a given
segment of pipe has an estimated __% chance of failure in a given year). This would allow for a
statistical evaluation of each pipe which would compare the expected cost of continuing without
rehabilitation verses the cost of rehabilitation. Unfortunately, estimating the actual probability of
failure for a sewer pipe requires an extensive data set on pipe condition and attributes and also
extensive information on historic failures that have occurred. Provo City does not yet have this
type of data available. It has been recommended in previous chapters that the City implement
pipe condition assessment and subsequent tracking of pipe condition over time as part of this
asset management plan effort; however, until this data is collected over the next several decades,
the City will have to use a less detailed approach to probability of failure.

Level of Service Grade A

The PACP structural rating does not exceed 1.0.

Level of Service Grade B

The PACP structural rating falls between 1.0 and 1.9.

Level of Service Grade C

The PACP structural rating falls between 2.0 and 2.9.

Level of Service Grade D

The PACP structural rating falls between 3.0 and 3.9.

Level of Service Grade E

The PACP structural rating falls between 4.0 and 4.9.

Level of Service Grade F

The PACP structural rating is equal to or exceeds 5.0.

As discussed in Chapter 8, the only pipelines for which PACP structural ratings are currently
available are those within the small sample set that were coded as part of this report. However,
the estimated remaining service life calculated in Chapter 8 can be used as a proxy value for
probability of failure2 until more detailed PACP condition assessment can be completed. If this
is done, probability of failure for the sewer collection system is identical to what was shown
1

The only cause of failure considered in this evaluation of probability of failure is failure based on loss of structural
integrity. Other failure causes such as natural disasters, vandalism, or damage by contractors are not included in this
evaluation because there is no way to predict these types of events for individual pipe segment.

2

Probability of failure for this analysis temporarily defined as follows:
Level of Service A, Age < 19% of expected design life
Level of Service B, Age = 20% to 39% of expected design life
Level of Service C, Age = 40% to 59% of expected design life
Level of Service D, Age = 60% to 79% of expected design life
Level of Service E, Age = 80% to 99% of expected design life
Level of Service F, Age = >100% of expected design life
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Increasing Probability
Of Failure

For the limited number of pipelines with condition assessment data, BC&A would propose using
the structural condition rating for each pipeline to define the probability of failure for each
pipeline. As described in Chapter 8, these ratings were developed based on the PACP structural
score of each pipe. While this does not assign a specific probability of failure for each pipe, it
does give a general indication of the condition of each pipe. In general terms, the lower the level
of service rating a pipe has, the higher its probability of failure.

WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM MASTER PLAN

previously in Figure 8-5 (see Chapter 8). As additional data for the system becomes available
over time, it is recommended that the City revisit probability of failure.
CRITICALITY
Criticality is defined as the combined consideration of the consequence of failure and the
probability of failure of an asset. The term criticality is often used interchangeably in asset
management with the term risk. This is because criticality is used to compare the risk associated
with a given asset relative to the rest of the assets in the system. Criticality is the key component
used in decision making for asset management. It is the calculation of criticality that prioritizes
the attention and resources of the City as they manage the collection system. The purpose of this
chapter is to identify an approach to consider probability of failure and then use this to approach
in the calculation of criticality for City assets.
Figure 9-3 depicts the theory of criticality. Criticality is the combined consideration of
consequence of failure and probability of failure. As shown in Figure 9-3, the greater the
probability of failure, and the more important a pipe is, the higher it will be ranked in criticality.
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Figure 9-3: Criticality (Risk)
Criticality Analysis of Provo City Assets
With probability and consequence of failure defined for each pipe segment, criticality can be
calculated. Given current limitations in data, it is proposed that a criticality matrix be developed
as shown in Figure 9-4. Instead of using discrete data points for probability of failure and
consequence of failure, this matrix groups this information into basic level of service grades for
probability of failure and consequence of failure levels. As additional information is gathered in
the future, this matrix can be refined. Criticality in the matrix increases from the lower left corner
to the upper right.
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Structural
Level of
Service

Pipe Importance Level 3
Recommended Action

Pipe Importance
Level 2
Recommended
Action

Pipe Importance
Level 1
Recommended Action

F

Short Term Pipe Condition
Assessment

Immediate Pipe
Condition Assessment

E

Mid Term Pipe Condition
Assessment

D

Short Term Inspection
Schedule

Immediate Pipe
Condition
Assessment
Short Term Pipe
Condition
Assessment
Mid Term Pipe
Condition
Assessment
Short Term
Inspection Schedule
Mid Term Inspection
Schedule
Long Term
Inspection Schedule

C
B
A

Mid Term Inspection
Schedule
Long Term Inspection
Schedule
Long Term Inspection
Schedule

Immediate Pipe
Condition Assessment
Short Term Pipe
Condition Assessment
Short Term Inspection
Schedule
Mid Term Inspection
Schedule
Mid Term Inspection
Schedule

Increasing Consequence of Failure
Figure 9-4: Criticality Recommended Actions Based on Structural Rating
Included in the matrix are recommended actions based on criticality. The intent of the
recommended actions is to provide guidelines for the decision-making process and focus
resources on the assets which are most critical. The recommended actions include both condition
assessment and regular inspection activities. Condition assessment refers to specific engineering
attention and evaluation for the purpose of identifying rehabilitation needs. Regular inspection
refers to the systematic, schedule CCTV inspection conducted as part of routine maintenance
activities. In both cases, the recommended schedule for the time frames listed in the table are as
follows:
Immediate

0-1 year

Short Term

1-3 years

Mid Term

3-8 years

Long Term

More than 8 years

It should be noted that this matrix is only a starting point. Two things should be remembered as it
is used to help develop future rehabilitation and inspection schedules:
First, the matrix is not intended as a replacement for engineering judgment. As each
pipeline is evaluated, additional issues not covered by the matrix will need to be
considered by City personnel when making final rehabilitation and replacement
decisions. For example, if a pipe is generally good condition, but has one isolated
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structural problem, its overall level of service rating may be relatively good. As a result,
it may be classified as a low criticality pipeline even though the isolated problem may
merit immediate attention. In these cases, it is expected that City personnel will use their
judgment to increase the criticality of the pipeline and accelerate resolution of the
problem. Despite this limitation, it is believed that using the matrix to augment
engineering judgment will enable better asset management than relying on institutional
knowledge only.
Second, the proposed matrix has been developed using data available for only a small
analysis the city will be able to do regarding criticality. Some sewer agencies are using
the criticality information and cost data to assign a cost of failure and rating the payback
of inspections and other maintenance activity. This type of analysis can provide an
agency with the best operation and maintenance returns on limited budget resources. It is
recommended that the City review this matrix periodically to review the recommended
actions and identify possible improvements to the evaluation procedure. Ultimately, the
goal of the City is to adopt best practices and maximize the use of resources in addressing
system management needs.
Preliminary Criticality Results
Based on the analysis and criticality matrix defined above, recommended actions for each of the
pipelines in the Provo City service area are shown in Figure 9-5. It should be re-emphasized that
these results are based on preliminary probability of failure estimates only and that all pipes
identified for condition assessment activities will need to be examined closely before it can be
determined if rehabilitation or replacement work is merited. However, this figure provides the
City with a good action plan for beginning its inspection and rehabilitation work.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
There are four main recommendations and conclusions for Provo
system:
Improve Data Collection
It is recommended that Provo City improve its asset
management data collection process
Appendix D
and Appendix E go into more detail on this recommendation.
Adopt PACP It is recommended that Provo City fully adopt the Pipeline Assessment
and Certification Program (PACP). This program will help the City gather, organize, and
analyze the condition assessment data it will need for its pipelines to make accurate
future asset management decisions. Appendix F goes into more detail about this
recommendation.
Adequately Budget for Rehabilitation and Replacement It is recommended that
Provo City adequately budget for rehabilitation and replacement in its sewer collection
system. A detailed proposal of recommended funding levels is identified in the following
chapter. Funding rehabilitation and replacement at recommended levels will likely
rates. While nobody likes to see increases in utility rates, failure to adequately fund asset
management now will result in costly system failures later and much higher long-term
costs for customers.
Add Detail to this Asset Management Plan
While the asset management plan
contained in this report is a good start for budgeting purposes, it is based on limited
available data and does not provide sufficient detail for project development and design.
It is recommended that Provo City develop a more detailed asset management plan based
on additional pipeline condition assessment data. This will require the City to adopt
PACP inspection protocol and then execute the inspection and assessment
recommendations.
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CHAPTER 10
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Previous chapters of this sewer master plan have identified improvements to resolve future
deficiencies and to accommodate wastewater flow from future growth. Other chapters have
examined system needs associated with rehabilitation and replacement. The purpose of this
chapter is to bring these several projects together to assemble a 10-year capital improvement
program to implement the recommended improvements. This plan should be updated at least
every five years to re-prioritize system improvements to achieve City goals.
SUMMARY OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
A discussion of each of the major budget categories and how they will be prioritized in the 10year implementation plan is included below:
Collection System Capacity Improvements
BC&A used the growth projections
discussed in Chapter 4 of this report and the existing collection system hydraulic model
to determine when collection system capacity improvements are needed (see Table 7-3 in
Chapter 7). Because these projects are based on provided needed capacity for future
growth, there is not much flexibility with the scheduling of these projects. While moving
a project a few years forward or a few years back may be a possibility, major changes in
timing cannot be accommodated. Unless growth occurs at rates significantly different that
those projected, failure to complete the projects at the recommended dates will result in
the City running out of available capacity and being forced to implement restrictions on
development. The total cost of all recommended collection system improvement projects
is $53.6 million in 2020 dollars.
Collection System Rehabilitation Improvements A recommended budget level for
collection system rehabilitation improvements was developed for the City (see Chapter
9). It is estimated that roughly $15 million is needed for rehabilitation of pipelines that
are very near or have already reached the end of their useful life. In the long-term, it was
determined that an overall average of $3.8 million dollars should be spent each year to
sustainably renew the system and avoid infrastructure failures. Although this exact
amount does not need to be spent in every single year, failure to invest in the system at
approximately this level over time will result in system degradation and costly system
failures.
Frequent Maintenance Projects As part of its overall rehabilitation needs, the City
has identified the number of frequent maintenance areas in its sewer system that could be
eliminated through the completion of capital projects. While not a high priority,
elimination of these projects would reduce time spent by maintenance personnel
attending to these areas. Thus, it is recommended that these projects be completed as
budget allows. The total maintenance cost for all identified frequent maintenance areas is
estimated to be $2.9 million in 2020 dollars. See Appendix I for additional discussion.
Treatment Plant Improvements It should be noted that the improvements identified
in this report include only those improvements associated with the City s collection
system. The City also has significant improvement needs at its existing treatment facility.
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A separate analysis is being prepared by others specifically for improvements needed at
the treatment plant. As a result, this report (including the 10-year implementation plan)
does not include any projects associated with the treatment plant. However, costs
associated with treatment will need to be considered as the City s overall sewer budget is
assembled.
RECOMMENDED 10-YEAR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Based on the total collection system improvements discussed above, Table 10-1 is a
recommended improvement implementation plan for the next 10 years. It includes identification
of all improvement projects that are recommended within the next 10-years, the budget required
to complete those projects, and the recommended timing of those projects. Figure 10-1 illustrates
the annual capital expenditures that will be required to support the recommended implementation
plan. Expenditures have been grouped by major category for reference.
A few conclusions can be made based on Table 10-1 and Figure 10-1:
Need for Additional System Funding The City istoric level of available funding
for collection capital projects is below recommended long-term levels. It is recommended
that the City explore options for increasing long-term funding for this purpose. The
recommended level of funding is 1 percent of the total system replacement value of $627
million. This implementation plan includes an initial $6.27 million per year with annual
increases of 3 percent for the remainder of the 10-year planning window.
Potential Need for Bonding Even with the increased levels of funding proposed here,
the City will not be able to satisfy initial capital needs from rate revenue alone as shown
in Figure 10-1. Expected significant costs in the next few years include construction of
the Lakeview Parkway Interceptor, the Southwest Lift Station, and needed investment in
rehabilitation and replacement. To meet these needs in the next few years, it is expected
that the City will need additional funds above and beyond regular rate revenue. This can
be met from cash reserves, bond proceeds, grants, or a combination of all three. The City
should consider this need as part of their upcoming financial planning activities.
Rehabilitation and Replacement Funding To address the capital funding needs
associated with rehabilitation and replacement, the recommended implementation plan
includes roughly $9 million in the first six years to address the most critical needs in the
system and establish a more detailed plan for further action. Thereafter, rehabilitation and
replacement investment has been worked into the plan as budget becomes available. As
currently structured, the plan includes $27.5 million (2020 dollars) for rehabilitation and
replacement activities during the 10-year planning window. This includes $2.87 million
for addressing frequent maintenance issues. At roughly $2.8 million per year, this is less
than the recommended long-term level of investment for rehabilitation and replacement.
The City will need to increase the level of investment for rehabilitation and replacement
in years beyond the 10-year window until it reaches the recommended $3.8 million per
year.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the analysis presented in this report, the following actions are recommended:
1. Adopt the Proposed Implementation Plan The 10-year capital improvement
plan summarized in Table 10-1 represents the best available assessment of City
capital needs in the upcoming years. It is recommended that this plan be adopted
for budgeting, staffing, rate making and impact fee calculation purposes.
2. Closely Monitor Growth on the Cit
The timing and magnitude
of future improvemen
ll be very
dependent on where and when growth occurs. Thus, it will be very important for
the City to closely monitor growth so that it can adequately prepare for future
development. It is recommended that the City keep a log of proposed/approved
development in the west side collection system area. Frequent flow monitoring
and/or permanent flow monitoring along the Westside Trunk is also
recommended to assess changing flow conditions. This will allow the City to
adjust the various phases of improvements outlined here as needed to serve new
development.
3. Identify and Eliminate Westside/Southwest Lift Station Infiltration
Infiltration for the worst-case planning condition makes up approximately 60
percent of peak flows to the Westside Lift Station for existing conditions and is
more than two times the average daily domestic flow for the service area.
Observations suggest that there is a relatively direct connection between high
Provo River flows and observed infiltration. If some of this infiltration can be
reduced during high river levels, it may be possible to significantly reduce
required pumping capacities for future conditions, and to free up capacity in
downstream gravity collection lines (i.e. expand the available capacity in the 36inch Westside Trunk).
4. Closely Evaluate Any Proposed Growth in Northeast Provo
Modeling
reedom Boulevard trunk line has remaining
capacity to service up to 718 residential units (or an equivalent amount of
commercial growth) from existing conditions, and the existing Canyon Road
trunk line has remaining capacity to service up to 256 units from existing
conditions (it should be noted that if 256 units are added along the Canyon Road
trunk line, then that would eliminate 256 units from the Freedom Boulevard trunk
line resulting in a remaining capacity of 462 units). Because Provo Canyon was
not part of its General Plan or the sewer model results, it is recommended that the
City closely monitor growth in this area to verify that it does not exceed the 718unit allowance along Freedom Boulevard or the 256-unit allowance along Canyon
Road. If development is proposed that would exceed either limits, additional
evaluation will be needed to identify improvements required to service the
additional growth, and various identified improvement projects along these trunk
lines may be required much sooner than what is suggested in Chapter 7.
Temporary flow monitoring should be conducted along the Freedom and Canyon
Road Trunk lines prior to approving development in Provo Canyon.
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5. Consider Adoption of PACP for Pipeline Inspection The City currently does
a very good job of inspecting its pipelines on a frequent basis. To make the data
collected during these inspections more useful for future asset management
purposes, it is recommended that the City begin collecting this data following a
PACP (Pipeline Assessment and Certification Program) format. This will allow
the City to produce a standardized, searchable database of past inspections that
can be used to optimize future inspection and rehabilitation activities.
6.

Adequately Fund System Renewal
In addition to the specific capacity
problems noted here, there will continue to be a number of maintenance problems
in other parts of the system. This includes infiltration, offset joints, corrosion, root
intrusion, and other problems associated with the normal effects of aging on the
pipelines. For these problems, it is recommended that the City plan and budget for
sewer trunk line rehabilitation and replacement as discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.
The recommended average annual budget for system renewal (including
construction of new pipe, rehabilitating existing pipes, and replacing existing
pipes) be approximately $3.8 million/year (2020 dollars).

7.

Update this Report Every Five to Seven Years
This report is based on
assumptions of future development and wastewater production patterns.
If future growth varies significantly from the projections assumed and
documented in this report, the recommendations may need to be revised.
Therefore, it is recommended that the assumptions and corresponding
recommendations contained in this report be reviewed and revised every five to
seven years.
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APPENDIX A
FLOW MONITOR DATA
INTRODUCTION
In order to calibrate Provo City’s (City) sewer model, it was necessary to analyze and review
flow data collected by the City. Both billing data and flow monitor data was used to calibrate the
model. However, collecting accurate sewer flow metering data can be a difficult task as sewer
pipelines represent difficult hydraulic and environmental conditions to install and maintain flow
monitors. As a results, close review and filtering of flow monitor data is an important task to
assure that the collected data is accurate. BC&A has performed this task and determined which
flow monitors present reliable data and which do not. This memorandum discusses in greater
detail how BC&A determined the reliability of the City’s flow monitors.
SCATTER GRAPHS
The first step we conducted to evaluate the accuracy of flow monitors was to plot scatter graphs
of the depth versus velocity for all 34 flow monitors included in the City’s flow monitoring study
as shown in Figure 3-1. Scatter graphs plotting depth of flow versus velocity are an essential
tool in evaluating the reliability of flow monitoring data. The basic principle in plotting depth of
flow versus velocity on a scatter graph is reproducibility. For any given flow, the same depth
should occur for a corresponding velocity (or flow). Flow monitors should therefore have a
relatively consistent pattern of data that roughly corresponds to open channel predictions of flow
for a given pipeline. Figures 2 to 5 show the graph of depth versus velocity for some of the flow
monitors in Provo City’s collection system that appears relatively reliable based on the scatter
graph. The following observations about the figures would be typical of a reliable flow monitor:
1. Manning’s Equation Design Curve – The manning’s equation design curve that is used to
calculate depths of flow for given pipe geometry (slope, diameter, roughness) is indicated
in the graph. The scatter graph of measured flows appears to line up well with manning’s
equation predictions for the depth and velocity.
2. Deviation – While there is some deviation in data, the scatter graph is pretty well grouped
and follows the manning’s equation prediction well. Large deviations in the scatter graph
would tend to indicate a problem with the flow monitor that may affect its reliability.
a.R2 - A polynomial trend line is included in the figure to calculate the approximate
R2 value for how well the data matches a line. Generally, a higher value will
indicate a better grouping and less deviation.
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Figure 2
Flow Monitor #28 Depth vs Velocity (Manning 0.013)
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Figure 3
Flow Monitor #4 Depth versus Velocity (Manning 0.013)
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Figure 4
Flow Monitor # 13 Depth versus Velocity (Manning 0.012)
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Figure 5
Flow Monitor # 17 Depth versus Velocity (Manning 0.013)
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Unreliable Flow Monitoring Sites
Figures 6 - 8 show a few examples of scatter graphs that were considered somewhat unreliable.
Each Scatter graph was labeled by the flow meter number and Manning’s coefficient that was
required to align the flow meter data most closely with the prediction of the Manning’s equation.

Figure 6
Flow Monitor # 7 Depth versus Velocity (Manning 0.008)
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Figure 7
Flow Monitor # 3 Depth versus Velocity (Manning 0.032)
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Figure 8
Flow Monitor # 31 (Manning 0.03)
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Manning’s Equation Design Curve –Generally, if a manning’s n between 0.010 and 0.014 are
used to fit scatter graph data; the data would appear to be more reliable. As can be seen in the
graphs, the data points collected from these flow monitors require high Manning’s
coefficients in order to align with the predicted equation. Meter 3 requires a coefficient of
0.032, meter 19 requires a coefficient of 0.025, and meter 31 requires a coefficient of 0.03.
Each of these Manning’s coefficients are considered significantly higher than the assumed
0.013. Because of this, these meters were considered unreliable.
1. Deviation – The large spread in depth for the same velocity or velocity for depth
indicates very inconsistent data. This would indicate less reliable data.
a.The R2 value is less than 0.5.
2. Deviation – While there is some deviation in data, the scatter graph is pretty well grouped
and follows the manning’s equation prediction well. Large deviations in the scatter graph
would tend to indicate a problem with the flow monitor that may affect its reliability.
a.R2 - A polynomial trend line is included in the figure to calculate the approximate
R2 value for how well the data matches a line. Generally, a higher value will
indicate a better grouping and can be somewhat useful for identifying reliability.
Variable Affecting Scatter Graphs
There are a number of variables that may affect depth versus velocity scatter graphs for flow
monitors. A few common include the following:
1. Backwater – Downstream blockages, sediment, roots, reverse grade pipes, shallower
sloped pipes, or other restrictions will cause flow depths at flow monitor locations to be
higher than would be predicted by the manning’s equation. Backwater by itself will not
necessarily eliminate the value of flow monitor data because velocity tracking even with
backwater can often accurately calculate flow as the velocity slows down as a result of
backwater. The value of the data will depend on how consistent backwater effects impact
the flow monitor site.
2. Manhole Turbulence – The ideal setup for flow monitors is in a straight through
manhole (inlet to outlet is 180 degrees) with no drops through the manhole and identical
upstream and downstream pipe slopes in a uniform circular channel (or trough).
a. Multiple inlets, varying angles, irregular troughs, or minimum drops through
manholes (0.2’ is a common standard) can affect accuracy of some flow monitors.
Generally, ring insert flow monitors (with depth / velocity measurement) are less
susceptible to manhole turbulence issues because they are inserted in the pipe
upstream of the manhole.
3. Sediment / Ragging – Sediment and ragging can change the conditions for some flow
monitors and can cause results to drift over time or suddenly. Ring-insert style flow
monitors (the type used for Provo’s flow monitoring study) are most susceptible to
sedimentation and ragging. Radar or laser-style flow monitors inserted above the flow
stream are not affected by ragging, but sedimentation in flat slopes can cause drift over
longer duration monitoring. The ideal setup for flow monitors is in clean lines. Lines
that accumulate debris may cause flow data to drift over time.
4. Hydraulic Jumps – Steeper slope pipes joining shallower slope pipes can lead to
irregularities in depth / velocity profiles depending on flow conditions.
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5. Sensor Drift – Sometimes the sensors on the flow monitoring device itself may begin to
“drift” and may require recalibration.
6. Shallow Depths – Low flows or steep slopes can result in shallow depths that are
difficult to measure by flow monitoring devices.
7. Lift Station Discharge – Lift station discharges upstream of a flow monitor could cause
non-uniform flow conditions at the beginning or end of a pump cycle that could lead to
irregular data.
Scatter graphs comparing flow velocity to flow depth were created for each of the 34 meters to
determine the reliability of the flow data in comparison to the Manning equation. It was assumed
that a Manning’s coefficient (n) of 0.013 was expected for each of the pipes. This analysis
allowed for elimination of flow data with obvious problem and closer examination of data with
unexpected results.
FLOW MONITOR DATA VS INDOOR BILLING / SEWER CONNECTIONS
Flow monitoring data was compared to the number of sewer connections and wintertime billing
data from City service connections to help assess the reliability of flow monitoring data relative
to other data sets. The Flow Monitor #7 site had an average flow measurement roughly 40 times
higher than estimates of wastewater production based on indoor billing data or sewer
connections. For this scenario, flow monitor data was essentially disregarded in favor of the
City’s indoor billing data which is likely to include a better estimate of wastewater production.
FLOW MONITOR SCHEMATIC
Figure 9 shows the schematic of the flow meters which was created to show how the flow data
for each meter connects to others in the system and how flow data compared to surrounding
meters. For example, an upstream meter cannot have a higher flow rate than the meter located
directly downstream as the flows from the upstream meter must flow into the downstream meter.
This schematic was used in conjunction with the City’s sewer model to assist in performing a
mass balance between flow monitors in conjunction with the City’s indoor billing data to help
calibrate the model.
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CONFIDENCE LEVEL ASSESSMENT
Using results from previous tasks, the confidence level of each flow meter was categorized as
either high, medium, or low. The following eight meters were determined to have a low
confidence level: 3, 5, 7, 11, 18, 19, 27, and 31 as shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Flow Monitor Reliability
Flow
Meter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

JUB
Reported
Minimum
Flow (gpm)
654
60
541
501
347
115
51
6
98
711
49
314
473
13
145
136
110
309
51
180
22
68
82
1,245
756
61
22
32
51
15

JUB
Reported
Maximum
Flow (gpm)
2,501
546
4,733
2,837
1,410
683
237
231
695
1,989
426
1,283
2,544
246
1,171
1,130
604
880
344
1,069
715
1,192
791
3,750
3,280
464
404
450
272
116

JUB
Reported
Average
Flow (gpm)
1,532
220
2,842
1,688
833
366
126
96
370
1,392
193
755
1,445
92
521
528
331
520
165
650
241
399
339
2,388
2,038
192
168
180
140
48

Required
Manning’s
Coeff.

Reliability

0.009
0.016
0.032
0.013
0.032
0.019
0.009
0.006
0.016
0.011
0.03
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.015
0.017
0.013
0.03
0.021
0.019
0.014
0.011
0.011
0.013
0.012
0.013
0.03
0.013
0.013
0.018

High
Medium
Low
High
Low
Medium
Low
High
Medium
High
Low
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
Low
High
High
Medium
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Flow
Meter

JUB
Reported
Minimum
Flow (gpm)

31
32
33
34

23
0
32
48

JUB
Reported
Maximum
Flow
(gpm)
280
115
281
281

JUB
Reported
Average
Flow (gpm)
92
18
130
123

Required
Manning’s Reliability
Coeff.
0.03
0.011
0.013

Low
High
High

ITERATIVE ADJUSTMENTS OF METER RESULTS USING HYDRAULIC MODEL.
Calibration of the hydraulic model of the system was performed in an iterative fashion to adjust
meter results both individually and globally. Where confidence in meter results is high, the flow
monitor data was used to calibrate the model results. Where confidence in flow monitoring data
is low (as identified above), the model results were based primarily on calibrated indoor billing
data or connection counts. Domestic wastewater was adjusted to match indoor billing or
connection estimates in those tributary areas. Figures 10 and 11 show an example of the
calibrated results for meters 5 and 17.
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Figure 10: Calibrated Results for Meter 5
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Figure 11: Calibrated Results for Meter 17
Table 2 shows the overall calibration results used in the City’s sewer model.
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Table 2
Flow Monitoring Calibration Results for Provo City Trunk Lines
Flow Tributary to Local Area Only
Flow
Monitor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
34
Total (gpm)
Total (gpd)

Total
Domestic Infiltration
Wastewater
(gpm)
(gpm)
(gpm)
713.5
81.2
794.7
258.9
0.3
259.1
133.7
56.0
189.6
99.0
27.3
126.3
259.6
39.8
299.4
373.5
73.5
447.0
23.2
15.0
38.2
204.1
13.4
217.5
254.8
44.2
299.0
146.4
45.6
192.1
269.9
29.4
299.3
372.0
298.1
670.0
46.0
44.6
90.6
125.6
6.2
131.8
253.4
0.3
253.7
115.2
1.8
117.0
67.4
4.6
72.0
96.5
157.5
254.0
134.3
60.7
194.9
587.0
118.1
705.1
355.9
1.2
357.1
485.7
22.1
507.8
270.3
31.4
301.7
33.3
102.8
136.1
14.3
5.6
19.8
187.7
21.4
209.1
55.8
17.9
73.7
8.3
15.1
23.4
141.1
20.8
161.9
40.9
9.1
50.0
162.2
13.7
175.9
1.2
0.3
1.5
63.6
72.4
136.0
6,354
1,451
7,806
9,150,000 2,090,000
11,240,000

Total Flows (including
upstream contributions)
Total Wastewater
(gpm)
1754.0
259.1
3266.3
1840.7
801.7
442.5
37.9
204.7
433.2
1234.5
299.0
650.3
1744.4
121.2
574.0
857.4
266.6
474.7
194.9
699.0
353.4
506.2
350.8
2424.4
2290.1
193.4
299.9
222.5
157.5
48.5
167.8
176.0
127.5
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FLOW PROJECTIONS FOR PROVO CITY’S
SOUTHWEST LIFT STATION

INTRODUCTION
Provo City (City) has contracted with Bowen Collins & Associates (BC&A) to develop a wastewater
system master plan along with an updated hydraulic model for the City. Of particular interest to the
City are areas on the westside of the City where there is significant potential for growth. These areas
currently contribute wastewater to several lift stations that are intended to be replaced by a single
Southwest Lift Station. The purpose of this technical memorandum is to document existing and
future wastewater production requirements that will influence the future Southwest Lift Station and
associated facilities.
EXISTING WESTSIDE FLOWS
The existing Westside Lift Station recently received an upgrade to address several issues associated
with lift station performance.
Lift Station Capacity – The Westside Lift Station capacity was recorded as 2,034 gpm
(gallons per minute) in 2018 as part of a lift station improvement study. One of the
recommended improvements from that study was to increase the capacity of the lift station
to 2,300 gpm among other improvements. This improvement has since been implemented.
Infiltration – Infiltration, or the intrusion of groundwater into the sewer collection system,
has been observed to be highly variable from season to season and is especially affected by
increases in flows in the Provo River. Figure 1 shows average daily pumping from the lift
station in 2019 and 2020.
o

In May of 2011, Provo City have recorded pumping records that indicate that the
Westside Lift Station pumps rarely shut off during daily operation. This would
suggest that wastewater flows to the pump station were at or near its historic
pumping capacity.
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Westside Lift Station Average Daily Pumping vs Provo River Flow
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Domestic Wastewater – While infiltration varies significantly with seasonal fluctuations in
the river, domestic wastewater or the wastewater produced by residential and
nonresidential connections to the City’s wastewater collection system normally are directly
related to the contributing population and do not fluctuate significantly over the year.
Domestic wastewater flows have been estimated by examining data from three sources:
o

January 2020 Indoor Water Meter Billing – Indoor water meter billing data
recorded in January 2020 for the area upstream of the Westside Lift Station has a total
measured average water use of 612 gpm. Indoor billing data is normally one of the
best indicators of domestic wastewater production. However, there are some data
discrepancies in the City’s billing data that have not yet been resolved. As a result, it
is also useful to evaluate other flow data sets to determine what domestic wastewater
could be.

o

2018 Flow Meter Data – Provo City conducted flow metering upstream of the
Westside Lift Station in early 2018 to help calibrate the City’s hydraulic model. These
data sets also had some discrepancies, but resulted in an average daily flow to the
Westside Lift Station of approximately 494 gpm. It is not possible with this data set
to directly identify how much of the flow is infiltration and how much is domestic
wastewater. For the period of monitoring used, Provo River flows were relatively low
and we would not expect a significant amount of infiltration into the system.

o

November 2019 Westside Lift Station Pumping Record – November 2019 recorded
the lowest weekly average daily flows at the Westside Lift Station. We would expect
that in the late fall after the irrigation season, most of the groundwater levels affected
by the Provo River would be reduced and infiltration would be relatively minimal for
this time period. The average recorded flow for this time period at the Westside Lift
Station was 470 gpm. This data set may be the most reliable data to indicate that the
average daily domestic wastewater production on the Westside is equal to or less
than 470 gpm (676,800 gallons per day). Fluctuations above this value would be
primarily related to infiltration and inflow.
Conservatively assuming 99 percent of the flow for this time period is
domestic wastewater production, domestic wastewater production for this
period would be estimated as 465 gpm or 670,000 gpd.

Based on these sets of data, it appears that the best estimate of existing domestic flow is 465 gpm.
This will be used as the basis of analysis for the rest of this memorandum.
Diurnal Patterns

The fluctuation of domestic wastewater varies throughout the day depending on indoor water use,
but patterns for larger geographic areas tend to be very similar for similar land use types. Figure 2
shows the typical diurnal patterns based on a sample of flow monitor locations on both the west and
east sides of the City. Using these patterns and an average daily domestic flow of 465 gpm, it is
possible to predict the daily fluctuations in domestic wastewater.
Infiltration

Based on Provo City personnel reports that the Westside Lift Station maxes out its capacity during
peak infiltration, it is possible to estimate the amount of infiltration that occurred under high
infiltration conditions. Figure 3 shows the estimated hourly flows to the Westside Lift Station under
high infiltration for existing conditions. This calibration is based on observed infiltration that
occurred in 2011 during high Provo River flows. Infiltration was added to the projected flows until
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peak flows matched the 2000 gpm observed in 2011. This equates to approximately 1,200 gpm of
infiltration.
Additionally, observations of daily flow at the Westside Lift Station show a strong connection
between flow in the Provo River and observed infiltration (see Figure 1). Even in recent years (years
with far lower overall infiltration for the City) major increases have been observed in infiltration on
the Westside as flows in the Provo River peak. Furthermore, the response to the peak flows appears
to be happening far more quickly than typically observed as a result of raising groundwater levels.
These observations suggest that there is a fairly direct connection between the Provo River and the
Westside collection system. If the City is able to locate and reduce infiltration during high river flows,
a significant amount of capacity could be freed up associated with pumping and gravity collection
facilities. However, for the remainder of this memorandum, projected flows are conservatively based
on the elevated infiltration flows observed historically.
In summary, existing peak flows to the Westside Lift Station can vary significantly depending on
infiltration conditions, with peak flows as low as 785 gpm to peak flows as high as 2,000 gpm. It
should be noted that the increase in infiltration being observed during peak conditions on the west
side is of far greater magnitude than the increase in infiltration being observed for the City as a whole.
FUTURE WESTSIDE FLOWS
Future flows on the west side will depend entirely on the density of future development. To provide
information on the full range of projected future flows, three density scenarios have been considered:
Existing Zoning – Density based on all undeveloped properties developing at the existing
general plan density of approximately 4 equivalent residential connections (ERCs) per acre.
Moderate Densification – Density based on all undeveloped properties developing at
approximately 6 ERCs/acre.
Aggressive Densification – Density based on all undeveloped properties developing at
approximately 8 ERCs/acre.
The west side also includes a moderate amount of nonresidential growth, especially around the
airport and in the northwest corner of the City. This has been incorporated into each scenario.
Based on metered winter water use, the residential wastewater production rate in the City is
estimated to be 55.1 gallons per capita per day (gpcd) and the nonresidential wastewater production
rate estimated to be 26.8 gpd per employee. Table 1 summarizes the growth predicted for existing
zoning and the two denser growth scenarios using these residential and nonresidential wastewater
production rates.
Table 1
Westside Growth Projection Increases in Wastewater

Scenario
Existing Zoning
Moderate Densification
Aggressive Densification
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Increase in
ERCs
5,066
9,455
11,753

Domestic
Wastewater
Increase
(gpm)
620
1,158
1,439

Infiltration
Increase
(gpm)
93.0
173.7
215.9
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Infiltration increases are anticipated to be at a rate of approximately 8.3 gpd per ERC based on
recommended infiltration allowances for modern construction materials and techniques. Figures 4
to 6 show future infiltration and domestic wastewater production based on applying the “Westside”
or “Evening” loading pattern to all future growth. The Westside loading pattern has been selected
because it has a higher evening peak with approximately the same evening peak. Table 2 summarizes
the range in flows for various loading scenarios with loading patterns applied to the domestic
wastewater flows and Figure 7 shows the flow projections through the year 2070 for the scenarios
with high infiltration.
Table 2
Flow Projections for Existing & Future Development Scenarios
Load Scenario
Existing with Low Infiltration
Buildout with Existing Zoning
Buildout with Moderate Densification
Buildout with Aggressive Densification

Minimum Flow
with Low
Infiltration
(gpm)
33
485
769
1,013

Max Flow with
High Infiltration
(gpm)
2,000
3,298
4,096
4,605

Rate of Growth

Figure 7 shows growth curves for the various growth scenarios. For the existing zoning scenario,
approximately 95 percent of the undeveloped area in the Southwest Lift Station future service area
is assumed to be developed by the year 2040. This results in a westside growth rate of approximately
4.5 percent which is significantly higher than the City-wide growth rate. The moderate and
aggressive densification scenarios assume an identical growth rate through 2040, but can continue
developing beyond 2040. Each scenario is assumed to reach 99 percent of buildout growth by 2070.
Each scenario shown includes a high infiltration groundwater condition.
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Figure 7
Southwest Lift Station Peak Flow Projections with High Infiltration
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WESTSIDE TRUNK LINE
In addition to concerns regarding the Westside Lift Station Capacity, the City is also concerned with
the capacity of existing gravity collection lines downstream of the Westside Lift Station that have
limited remaining capacity. Figure 8 shows observed and simulated flows for one of the flow
monitors along the City’s Westside Sewer Trunk (aka 36-inch pipeline, Flow Monitor #25). It should
be remembered that this data represents a low infiltration condition. The simulated flow for the
calibration scenario does not yet mimic the lift station cycles well, but is representative of overall
fluctuations in wastewater during the day. For the calibration scenario, most of the Westside Trunk
line has nearly 50 percent remaining capacity in the trunk line.
While calibration to the low infiltration condition is helpful, the scenario of true interest is the high
infiltration condition. Figure 8 also shows projected results for high infiltration. The high infiltration
scenario include the planning infiltration anticipated from a 2011 type year of high groundwater.
The Westside Sewer Trunk receives a disproportionately high level of infiltration from upstream
collection areas based on relative proximity to the Provo River. Of the 8.7 mgd of total infiltration
anticipated at the City’s wastewater treatment plant during high infiltration condition, approximately
4.2 mgd is anticipated to affect the Westside Sewer Trunk.
The impact of high infiltration on the Westside Trunk Line is a follows:
Peak Depth. For the “high infiltration” scenario included, flow approaches a max depth of
approximately 70 percent of the pipe diameter in sections. This scenario includes flow as
historically conveyed to the Westside Sewer Trunk. However, the City has recently modified
a diversion at 500 North 800 West.
o Diversion Effects – Recent modifications to the diversion at 500 North 800 West has
the effect of reducing peak flows to the Westside Sewer Trunk by approximately 460
gpm. This reduces peak flows to the Westside Sewer Trunk by the equivalent of 1,600
ERCs.
Pipeline Capacity Design Criteria. City design criteria specifies that a buffer of 35 percent
of the pipe diameter or 25 percent of the pipe capacity should be preserved to accommodate
rainfall dependent inflow or other unusual events (such as football games, or other significant
social events). Figure 9 shows the relationship of percent depth to diameter versus percent
of hydraulic capacity. The relationship is not linear and there can be erratic fluctuations in
depth between 83 percent full and 100 percent full due to the interaction of pipe wall friction
with the flow area of the pipe.
Level of Service Performance. Without any diversions in place, up to 44 percent of the pipe
from 1600 South 600 West toward University Avenue exceeds the City’s design criteria. With
the diversion at 500 North 800 West in place, this is reduced to 16 percent of the pipe from
1600 South 600 West to University Ave.
Remaining Capacity. Even with the diversion, there is technically no remaining capacity in
the Westside Sewer Trunk based on the City’s design criteria. However, there are a few
reasons to believe that allowing some additional flow into the pipeline may be acceptable.
First, the Westside Trunk is very flat in sections. This means that capacity will increase
substantially with only minor increases in overall head. Correspondingly, some increases in
flow may be able to be accommodated without significantly increasing the risk of
surcharging. Second, as noted above, the City has been operating at higher flows without
problem for several years (prior to making the change at the 500 North 800 West diversion).
This suggests that the City should be able to accommodate flow equal to at least the 460 gpm
recently diverted away from the Westside Trunk at 500 North 800 West.
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Figure 8
Observed vs Simulated Flow for Manhole J22_45
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Figure 9
Depth to Diameter vs Percent of Pipe Capacity

Westside Trunk Line Peak
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Capacity (with diversion
modifications)
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Permanent Flow Monitoring

A permanent flow monitor should be installed along the Westside Trunk to better document
fluctuations in infiltration and peak flows along the Westside Trunk. This will help guide City
decisions regarding when a new project will be required to provide additional capacity to the City’s
treatment plant from the Westside. The ideal locations to install a flow monitor include the following
locations: Manhole IDs J23_03, K23_13, K24_05, L24_17. These locations are near the proposed
location for the Southwest Lift Station force main discharge and are located along straight runs of
pipe with no lateral connections. Hydraulic simulations indicate L24_17 is one of the manholes likely
to see the highest flow depths during peak flows. The other locations represent relatively straight
runs of pipe with consistent slopes and no lateral connections. Additional investigations will be
needed to determine if these manhole locations have favorable hydraulic conditions. Generally, flow
monitors should be installed in manholes with relatively uniform flow characteristics from inlet to
outlet.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the analysis of wastewater flows discussed above, several conclusions and
recommendations are summarized as follows:
1. Westside Lift Station Infiltration. Infiltration for the worst case planning condition makes
up approximately 60 percent of peak flows to the Westside Lift Station for existing conditions
and is more than two times the average daily domestic flow for the service area. Observations
suggest that there is a relatively direct connection between high Provo River flows and
observed infiltration. If some of this infiltration can be reduced during high river levels, it
may be possible to significantly reduce required pumping capacities for future conditions; or
to free up capacity in existing gravity collection lines.
2. Southwest Lift Station Future Peak Flows. Peak flows that will contribute to the future
Southwest Lift Station are near 2,000 gpm under existing development planning conditions.
These peak flows could increase up to 4,600 gpm for the most aggressive growth scenario.
3. Westside Sewer Trunk Infiltration. Similar to the Westside Lift Station service area, there
is significant room for infiltration improvements in the area that contributes flow to the
Westside Sewer Trunk. There is an estimated 2.45 mgd of infiltration that may affect the
Westside Sewer Trunk in addition to the infiltration coming from the Westside Lift Station.
4. Westside Sewer Trunk Capacity – For the high infiltration condition, there is no remaining
capacity in the Westside Sewer Trunk based on the City’s design criteria. However, since the
City’s recent changes to the diversion at 500 North 800 West removes approximately 460
gpm of peak flow from the Westside Sewer Trunk, this amount of flow can likely be added
without adding significant additional risk to the City. This represents approximately 1,600
ERCs of capacity in the Westside Sewer Trunk.
5. Additional Future Capacity Considerations – It should be emphasized that the planning
infiltration level considered in Figure 8 assumes the City cannot significantly reduce
infiltration in affected areas before the City experiences another high groundwater climate
season. If the City could identify and reduce infiltration, additional capacity may become
available for additional development. Reducing infiltration to the average levels identified
throughout the rest of the City would free up 750 gpm of additional capacity in the Westside
Trunk to accommodate approximately 2,600 additional ERCs.
6. Permanent Flow Monitor. The City should install a permanent flow monitor along the
Westside Sewer Trunk in the vicinity of where the future Southwest Lift Station will discharge
BOWEN COLLINS & ASSOCIATES
PROVO CITY
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flow to monitor flows especially under high groundwater conditions that appear to be
significantly affected by high Provo River flow.

BOWEN COLLINS & ASSOCIATES
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APPENDIX C
RECOMMENDED WESTSIDE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
INTRODUCTION
Provo City expects large residential and commercial developments to occur on the Westside of
the City (west of the freeway) and has asked BC&A to recommend a development strategy for
the future sewer system. This Appendix includes figures showing where future Westside
RECOMMENDED WESTSIDE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Figure C-1 shows an overall recommended westside development strategy labeling where future
sewer system. These connection points were
determined by drainage basin and identifying approximately how much area can be served by an
8-inch pipe at the State minimum slope requirements. Figures C-2, C-3, C-4, and C-5 show a
expected sewer pipe invert elevations. Where possible, a conservative minimum depth of 7.5 ft
was used for the 8-inch pipe along with a density of 6 units per acre. Where plenty of elevation
was available, a minimum depth of 10 ft was used along with an increased slope of up to double
the State minimum standard. The areas of shallow ground, where depths are less than 7.5 ft, are
labeled on the figures. For the pipe diameters of 8-inch, 12-inch, 15-inch, and 18-inch slopes of
0.40%, 0.22%, 0.15%, and 0.12% were used respectively in accordance with Provo City
development standards.
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Northwest Development
Figure C-6 shows the results of the City s northwest development analysis. Included in the figure
is the approximate location of major collection lines that could be constructed in association with
a new gravity system outfalling to the Lakeview Parkway Trunkline. For each pipeline, the
expected maximum depth to invert is shown based on existing topography and installation of the
pipeline at minimum slope. As shown in the figure, it appears that all northwest flows can be
conveyed by gravity to the future Lakeview Parkway trunkline. In most of the area (including all
currently developed areas), potential depths are adequate to service development with full
basements. For a limited area along the western edge, depths to invert are too shallow for
basements, but still adequate for slab on grade construction of possible basements with the
import of fill. Thus, based on this analysis it appears feasible to completely replace the
Northwest Lift Station with a new gravity system.
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APPENDIX D
PIPELINE INVENTORY DATA
INTRODUCTION
An important component of any asset management program is an accurate inventory of existing
pipe inventory aspects of the database appear to be relatively complete and functional. However,
a few changes are recommended by BC&A to the structure of the database and there is some
essential inventory data within the existing database that is currently missing.
Modifications To Pipeline Database
Based on our review of
recommendations regarding the structure of the pipeline inventory database:
1.
useful and should continue to be used. However, there are a few fields in the existing
GIS database that BC&A would recommend modifying:
a. Liner information It is our understanding that the City does have a current
practice for tracking pipes in their collection system GIS database that have
been lined, but to the best of our knowledge, the City has not fully kept up
with populating this attribute. To better track lining activity, BC&A would
recommend adding three separate fields for lining:
i. Lining Material
ii. Lining Install Date
iii. Lining Warranty Date
b. MATERIAL To be consistent with future data collection, BC&A would
recommend that the existing codes used to describe material types be
modified to be consistent with PACP material codes:
AC=
BR=
CAS=
CMP=
CP=
CT=
DIP=
FRP=
PE=
PP=
PSC=
PVC=
RCP=
SP=

Asbestos cement
Brick
Cast iron
Corrugated metal pipe
Concrete pipe (non-reinforced)
Clay tile (not vitrified clay)
Ductile Iron
Fibreglass reinforced pipe
Polyethylene
Polypropylene
Plastic / steel composite
PolyVinyl Chloride
Reinforced concrete pipe
Steel pipe
APPENDIX D-1
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TTE= Transite
VCP= Vitrified clay pipe
XXX= Not known
ZZZ= Other
2. As the City strives to strengthen its pipeline condition assessment data, it is expected
that the City will want to collect some additional pipeline inventory data that may be
useful to include in the existing sewer GIS databases. Inventory fields BC&A would
recommend that the City consider adding to the databases include:
a. Hydrogen Sulfide
The City should sample hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
concentrations throughout their sewer collection system and document results
in the GIS database. Sampling is typically done at individual manholes, so the
data could be stored in the manhole GIS database or in the pipeline GIS
database for the connecting pipelines.
b. PACP Quick Rating BC&A is recommending that the City move to PACP
coding of its inspection data. The City currently uses CUES scores to track
condition of their inspected pipes. It is recommended to leave the CUES
scores in the GIS database until they can be replaced with PACP scores.
PACP uses a system called Quick Rating, which is a shorthand method of
expressing the number of occurrences for the two highest grade levels. This is
a field that could be added to the GIS database to provide a quick reference of
overall condition data. The quick rating system uses four numerical
characters:
i. The first number is the highest severity grade occurring along the
entire pipe length.
ii. The second number is the total number of times that the highest
severity grade was noted in all of the defects along the pipe length.
iii. The third number is the next highest severity grade occurring along the
pipe length.
iv. The fourth number is the total number of the second highest severity
grade occurrences, which is formatted the same way as the second
character.
v. For example:
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c. Location PACP includes a data field for identifying the location of the
pipeline. This inventory field could be useful in establishing the criticality of
pipelines and future construction costs. The codes used in the PACP
collection process are summarized as follows:
A=
B=
C=
D=
E=
F=
G=
H=
I=
J=
K=
L=
M=
Y=
Z=

Main Urban (Interstate highway, thoroughfare with heavy traffic)
Intermediate Urban (city streets with moderate traffic)
Light (rural road with light traffic, city back streets, and residential
streets)
Easement / Right of way
Woods
Sidewalk
Parking lot
Alley
Ditch
Building
Creek
Railway
Airport
Yard
Other

d. Consequence of failure As part of the asset management process, the City
will develop an importance rating for each pipe. This rating will likely be
easy reference.
e. Other Asset Management While most of the other information collected for
asset management will be stored in other databases, there may be some
summary asset management data that will be useful to store in the GIS
database. It may be wise to plan for two or three additional summary fields in
the GIS database for this purpose.
APPENDIX D-3
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APPENDIX E
DOCUMENTATION OF O&M ACTIVITIES
INTRODUCTION
Provo City has long recognized the importance of collecting data regarding O&M activities in
the sewer system. Sewer system maintenance activities can generally be divided between
pipeline, lift station, and treatment plant activities. Consideration of treatment plant and lift
station maintenance is beyond the scope of this study, but pipelines are discussed in the
following section.
Cleaning and Inspection Database
The City currently maintains a GIS database that includes cleaning and inspection data. The
follo
inspection:
LASTJET This attribute is a date showing when each pipe was last cleaned.
JETSCHEDUL
This attribute is a cleaning schedule showing how many months
between cleaning for each pipe. Most pipes are populated as 24 months or every two
years.
JETACTION
cleaned.

This attribute shows whether the pipe needs to be cleaned or has been

LASTTV This attribute is a date showing when each pipe was last tv inspected.
TVSCHEDULE
This attribute is a cleaning schedule showing how long between
inspections for each pipe.
TVACTION
inspected.

This attribute shows whether the pipe needs to be inspected or has been

COMMENTS This attributed is not as populated as the other cleaning and inspection
attributes, but it provides any comments that are important like if there are roots or
grease.
The City has also used a technology called SL Rat that goes from manhole to manhole within the
sewer collection system using sonar to determine if there is sediment, grease or any other
obstructions in the pipeline of interest.
Recommended Pipe Cleaning Practices
The City currently maintains more than 310 miles of gravity sewer pipelines. Over time, each of
these pipelines will see a reduction in capacity as a result of: sediment deposition; accumulation
of fats, oils, and greases; tree root infiltration, etc. While City crews do currently clean these
pipelines from time to time, establishing some specific goals relative to cleaning could improve
program be designed to accomplish the following goals:
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Improve Data Collection Associated with Cleaning Activities Because cleaning is
important to avoiding restrictions in pipeline and costly sewer backups, most cities have a
goal to clean all their pipelines over a given intervals (usually once a year). However,
while cleaning is important and necessary, it can be hard on pipelines. Especially for
concrete pipelines experiencing hydrogen sulfide degradation, aggressive cleaning can
accelerate wear and shorten the life span of pipelines. Unnecessary cleaning is also a
waste of time for City personnel. Thus, a good cleaning program should be designed to
clean the pipelines often enough to avoid significant reductions in capacity, but not so
often that it unnecessarily damages pipes or wastes City time.
The ideal approach is to establish a cleaning schedule based on the needs of each
pipeline. However, to do this, the City will need to closely track the results of cleaning
activities. It is recommended that the City use their GIS database to document cleaning
results. This database should record the pipeline inventory number, the date of cleaning,
and the amount of sediment or debris encountered during each cleaning event. Once
sufficient data is collected, the City will be then able to develop a customized schedule
for the cleaning of pipelines. For some pipelines, this may still be once per year (or even
more frequently). For others, cleaning may be necessary only once every 10 to 15 years.
Establish a Cleaning Baseline
To initially establish a cleaning database, it is
recommended that the City establish a schedule to clean all the pipelines in its system
over the next 2 to 3 years1. Any pipelines identified as high or medium priority in this
Asset Management Plan should be cleaned within no more than 1 year. Lower priority
pipelines should then be cleaned. All data should be collected and assembled into the
database as described above.
Develop and Update a Cleaning Program Based on the initial data collected, cleaning
intervals should be established for the pipelines in the City. Cleaning results for the next
round of cleaning should be recorded and cleaning intervals revised as necessary.
Adequate personnel and equipment should be dedicated to staff the identified cleaning
program.
The following table can be used by the City in their maintenance database to track the results of
each cleaning activity.

1 It should be noted that the City recently contracted with InfoSence Inc. to perform an assessment of cleaning needs using its
Sewer Line Rapid Assessment Tool (SL-RAT). This tool uses acoustic technology to provide a preliminary assessment of cleaning
needs. While this is a useful tool to organize and prioritize sewer cleaning activities, it is not recommended as a replacement for the
long-term tracking of actually cleaning results as recommended here.
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Data Category
Reason for Clean

Results - Sediment

Sediment Type

Results - Grease

Results - Roots

Results

Other Debris

Field Assessment

Possible Data Entries
Routine Cleaning
Complaint Call or Observed Problem
Other
Little to none
Less than 5 percent pipe depth
5-10 percent pipe depth
10-25 percent pipe depth
Greater than 25 percent pipe depth
Fine sediment and sludge only
Coarse sands and gravels
Rocks, chunks of concrete, or other large debris
Little to none observed
Minor
Significant
Little to none observed
Minor
Significant
Little to none observed
Significant other debris observed
Cleaning not needed Significant increase in cleaning
interval recommended
Cleaning produced modest results
Small increase in
cleaning interval recommended
Cleaning productive
No change in cleaning interval
recommended
Cleaning overdue
Decrease in cleaning interval
recommended
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APPENDIX F
PIPELINE CONDITION ASSESSMENT DATA
INTRODUCTION
The most fundamental component of an asset management program is the development of a
existing condition assessment program for pipelines. Based on this review, we have concluded
in a meaningful way for asset management. As a result, BC&A would recommend a change in
the way pipeline condition assessment data is collected and stored by the City.
EXISTING CONDITION ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Based on interviews with Provo City personnel, the following are known items pertaining to the
1. CCTV inspections are based on City personnel availability and interest in evaluating
specific parts of the collection system.
2. The pipe inspection videos are uploaded to an online database called Granite New
Viewer or CUES where the videos can be viewed and other attributes of the pipes can
be observed (pipe length, pipe diameter, pipe material, date of inspection, pipe
identification numbers, and upstream/downstream manhole identification numbers).
3. The City does not have a comprehensive video inspection of its entire collection
system.
There
The process is not as useful as it could be.
The existing process is not standardized. To make decisions regarding which
pipelines receive the most attention, the condition assessment performed on one
pipeline must be consistent with the condition assessment on any other pipeline.
Furthermore, to assess the deterioration of an individual pipeline, the condition
assessment performed today must be consistent with the assessment completed on
the same pipeline ten years ago.
Pipeline scoring data is contained in a proprietary database. This makes it difficult
to share data with other entities or learn from analysis completed elsewhere across
the nation.
As discussed in Appendix G, the current structural scoring system is not
producing results that are useful for planning of rehabilitation and replacement.
The process is not as efficient as it could be.
Without an easily searchable history of past condition, all pipelines must be
inspected on an equal frequency. If the City could develop a history of past
condition, it could better know which pipelines were exhibiting signs of
deterioration and which were relatively stable. This would allow the City to better
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match the frequency of inspection with the condition of each pipeline, resulting in
fewer required inspections over time.
RECOMMENDED CONDITION ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Based on the problems identified above, BC&A would recommend a change in the condition
assessment process used by Provo City. To prevent future pipe collapses and potential fines from
sanitary sewer overflows, it is recommended the City complete a full inspection of all pipes
within its collection system. It is recommended that the City adopt a uniform method of rating
pipe deficiencies and purchase/maintain video inspection software to allow City personnel to rate
all pipes that are inspected in the collection system.
We would recommend that Provo City consider adoption of the Pipeline Assessment and
Certification Program (PACP) for all future pipeline condition assessment. PACP is
recommended for the following reasons:
1. PACP is a standardized method of describing and coding defects and observations
that is now used by several hundred other cities in the United States and is based on
an international coding system that has been in place for several decades.
2. A PACP training and certification program for users is already in place and has
resulted in the certification of several thousand individuals since 2002.
3. As part of PACP, a standard database exchange format has been developed that
provides a means for exporting and importing TV inspection data from various
software vendors and greatly reduces the ability of vendors to maintain a proprietary
database.
4. A PACP certification process for CCTV software vendors is in place and almost all
current CCTV software vendors in the United States are PACP certified. This
generally means that the CCTV software must correctly use the PACP codes and
must have the capability to import and export data using the PACP database format.
Your current software provider (CUES) has an option for producing and storing data
in PACP format.
5. PACP has a standard defect severity grading process that allows a general
classification of each pipe segment based on the severity and number of defects. This
will facilitate grading of pipelines as part of future asset management decisions.
The other options to adopting PACP is to continue with a proprietary coding system or for the
City to develop its own standardized pipe inspection process. These options are not
recommended for several reasons. First, the PACP program is already developed and ready for
use. The cost of developing a new system and maintaining the system would likely be
comparable or greater than any cost associated with adopting PACP. Second, PACP is a nonproprietary national standard. That means that equipment and service providers throughout the
nation are familiar with the system and can work within it. It also means that any PACP data
produced by one provider will be in a format that is recognizable and useable by other PACP
providers. If the City were to develop its own standard, any outside provider would need to learn
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REQUIRED RESOURCES TO ADOPT PACP
PACP could be adopted by Provo City relatively easily, but it will require the commitment of
some resources on the part of management. These resources mainly fall into two categories:
Coding Software: To move to PACP, the City would need to start using PACP
compatible software. The cost of new TV inspection software varies considerably
based on the number of licenses and features. Costs can range from $15,000 for a
basic single seat license without training and support to $75,000 for multiple seat
licenses with advanced features such as GIS integration, software training and
support. However, the City already owns a PACP compatible type of software and
may just need to start using the software it already has. The National Association of
Sewer Service Companies (NASSCO) maintains a list of PACP certified software
vendors on their website (www.nassco.org). This list is updated periodically. As the
City considers the purchase of PACP software, they should check the current status of
proposed PACP software vendors on the NASSCO website. The project team has
hands-on experience using some of the PACP certified software and can provide
additional input of those systems if needed.
Training: The only other requirement to adopt PACP is that CCTV operators be
trained to use PACP coding. This training is what ensures that coding of pipeline
observations is consistent from inspection to inspection. PACP training consists of a
two-day classroom session that discusses the background of condition assessment,
training is generally separate from the TV inspection software and the cost of PACP
Training is approximately $1,500 per user plus a daily rate for additional training
using the codes in the field. It should be noted that, while training is absolutely
recommended, moving to PACP coding without additional training would be no
worse than using other coding systems without training.
DATA STORAGE
At the end of a PACP inspection, two major sources of data are produced. The first is a video
image of the pipe. The second is an inspection database that is populated with observation codes
fer and store
both of these sources of data from the CCTV inspection trucks. It will be important to store all
future data in PACP format so that it is compatible with PACP data from all future service
providers.
ESTABLISH A GOAL FOR MOVING TO PACP AND COLLECTING CONDITION
ASSESSMENT DATA FOR THE SYSTEM
If the City agrees with the conclusions and recommendations contained in this appendix, it is
further recommended that the City establish a timeline for implementing PACP condition
assessment of the system. In the future, it is recommended that all inspection activities be
prioritized by criticality (see Chapter 9). Unfortunately, since no condition assessment data
currently exists, it is recommended that initial inspection activities be prioritized by consequence
of failure (see Chapter 9) with the following goals for completion (times refer to time after
adoption and implementation of PACP):
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Consequence of
Failure Level
1
2
3 (Concrete pipe &
known problems)
3 (All other pipe)

Goal for PACP Inspection
Within one year
Within two years
Within two years
Within five to ten years

The consequence of failure levels referenced above refer to the importance of the pipelines and
are discussed in detail in Chapter 9. In brief, Level 1 pipelines represent the most important 5 to
10 percent of the system. Level 2 pipelines represent the next most important 10 to 15 percent of
the system. Level 3 represents all remaining pipelines.
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APPENDIX G
CONDITION ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
TO DETERMINE EXPECTED LIFE
INTRODUCTION
An important goal of any asset management plan is to accurately determine or predict the
expected design life of pipes in the system. Condition assessment scoring can help determine the
expected design life of pipes. The City currently uses CUES scores to rank maintenance and
structural deficiencies of their sewer collection system when inspecting these pipes. Another,
more common, system of assessing structural condition is the Pipeline Assessment and
Certification Program (PACP) as described in Appendix F. The purpose of this appendix is to
evaluate the quality of the CUES scoring data with PACP benchmarks and then consider how
these results might best be used to estimate expected design life.
COMPARING CUES TO PACP
BC&A was not familiar with how the CUES Structural scoring compared to PACP scoring, so
BC&A decided to manually PACP score 84
for which CUES scores were also available (see Table 2 at the end of this appendix). Figure 1
below shows the comparison of CUES Structural scoring to the PACP weighted structural scores
for the pipes that were scored by BC&A. As can be seen in the figure, there is only a weak
correlation between the CUES Structural scoring and the PACP scores. There is a general trend
that goes from the bottom left to the top right, but there are quite a few outliers.
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Figure 1
CUES Sructural Score vs PACP
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Because the correlation was poor, BC&A decided to investigate the CUES Structural scoring
system to determine what is being included in this score. It was determined that the CUES
Structural scoring includes localized deficiencies like intruding roots and infiltration, which is
typical, but did not account for the extent of these deficiencies. This means that if a pipeline has
a few intruding roots or a few spots of significant infiltration, but the rest of the pipeline is in
good structural condition, it could still end up having a high CUES Structural score even though
the whole pipeline does not need to be replaced. As a result, it was concluded that, while the
CUES scoring system is useful for identifying pipelines with potential problems, it is less useful
for describing overall condition to be used for asset management purposes. Correspondingly, it
was determined that all subsequent analysis of condition and expected life should be based
primarily on PACP scores.
EXPECTED DESIGN LIFE AND PERCENT LIFE SPENT
Expected design life and percent life spent are related parameters. Percent life spent can be
calculated by dividing the age of the pipeline the expected design life and converting to a
percentage.
Based on past experience, percent life spent can also be estimated using PACP scores. Pipes with
a score of 5 are considered failing and have a percent life spent of 100 (i.e. no remaining useful
life). For a pipe that has a PACP score of 4, the percent life spent is 80. For a pipe that has a
PACP score of 3, the percent life spent is 60, etc. This method was used to calculate percent life
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spent values for all of the pipes that had PACP scores. Figure 2 plots percent life spent versus
age for the pipes that BC&A assigned PACP scores. As can be seen in the figure, there appears
to be a wide variation in the useful life of pipes currently in the system. Factors other than age
appear to be affecting their design life.

Figure 2
Percent Life Spent versus Age
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HYDROGEN SULFIDE CONCENTRATIONS
One possible factor affecting design life is hydrogen sulfide concentrations. Hydrogen sulfide
gas produced in wastewater can be oxidized by aerobic bacteria living on moist surfaces inside
the collection system. When this occurs, sulfuric acid is produced which can correspondingly
attack the inside surface of pipelines and manholes. While some materials are reasonably
resistant to this chemical attack, concrete pipelines and manholes are particularly vulnerable to
corrosion under these circumstances. Thus, identifying higher concentrations of hydrogen sulfide
can often help predict the condition of pipelines and their expected design life.
While the City does not have widespread recorded data on hydrogen sulfide concentration, total
flow in a sewer collection system pipeline can sometimes be used to predict expected hydrogen
sulfide concentrations. Typically, the greater the flow, the longer the wastewater has been in the
system, and the higher the hydrogen sulfide concentrations. Thus, BC&A examined total flow in
each pipeline to see if some correlation could be made between expected life span and predicted
hydrogen sulfide concentration.
In Figure 2, each of the pipes were color coded based on their corresponding peak flow rate in
the hydraulic model to see if there was a trend based on expected hydrogen sulfide
concentrations. As can be seen from the figure, even when expected hydrogen sulfide
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concentrations are considered there is still not a clear trend of expected life. Absence of a
recognizable trend is likely the result of two primary issues. First, this analysis does not break the
pipes into different material types. It is likely that pipe materials that are more resistant to
hydrogen sulfide corrosion (such as clay) are obscuring any trends that might be observed in
concrete pipe alone. Considering concrete pipe alone would have been desirable for this exercise,
but there is insufficient data to develop a statistically relevant sample for concrete pipe alone.
The second issue likely causing the inconclusive results is sample size. Even with 84 pipelines
scored, this is only a fraction of the more than 300 miles of pipeline in the system. A larger
sample is likely needed to identify more conclusive results.
RECOMMENDED APPROACH TO EXPECTED DESIGN LIFE
A significant deliverable of this asset management plan was a prediction of the expected design
PACP condition assessment data, BC&A
was able to estimate the expected remaining life for the sample pipelines examined. Pipelines
with a structural rating of 5 are beyond their expected design life, pipelines with a structural
rating of 4 are very near the end of their expected design life, etc. Unfortunately, this only covers
a very small percentage of the collection system. Another method was needed to estimate
expected design life for the rest of the pipelines in the system.
Expected Life Analysis
From Figure 2 above, it is clear that expected design life is a function of many different factors.
Ideally, it would be possible to identify all these factors and then collect measurable data on
these factors to define the expected design life. Unfortunately, even for a generally well
understood failure mechanism like hydrogen sulfide corrosion, there is simply not enough data to
account for these several factors. Consequently, BC&A decided to abandon pursuit of trying to
identify all the factors affecting design life and, instead, focus on the statistical performance of
the system based on the sample data available. In other words, we may not be able to exactly
quantify the expected life of a given pipe, but we do have some indication of the range and
frequency of design lives for pipes as a whole.
The approach used to statistically represent expected design life is shown in Figure 3. The
sample of pipes was broken into four categories of expected life using the solid lines in the
figure. Each inspection data point has been shown as a different color for reference. For example,
long lifespan division line based on an
expected life of 100 years. Conversely, the green data points represent pipes falling short of the
short lifespan division line based on an expected life of 60 years. Table 1 shows the percentage
of pipes that were PACP scored that fall into each of the four categories in the figure.
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Figure 3
PACP versus Age
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Table 1
Lifespan Category for Selected City Pipes
Expected
Design Life

Lifespan Category

Percentage of Selected
Pipes

50

Less than Short

8.3%

70

Short to Moderate

17.9%

90

Moderate to Long

46.4%

110

Greater than Long

27.4%

Total

100.00%

Based on this data, an expected design life was assigned to each category. This value is shown
for each category in Table 1 and is based on the average expected life for the area covered by the
category (i.e. For data points falling between the short lifespan line of 60 years and the moderate
lifespan line of 80 years, an expected life of 70 years has been assumed).
From the table, it is now possible to statistically estimate the expected life of any given pipeline.
For this analysis it has been assumed that the pipeline has an 8.3 percent chance of failing in
around 50 years, a 17.9 percent chance of failing in around 70 years, a 46.4 percent chance of
failing in around 90 years and a 27.4 percent chance of failing in around 110 years.
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Obviously, the expected time of replacement for any given pipe will be in a single year. As a
result, the statistical approach detailed above is not helpful in identifying the location and timing
of specific projects. However, the approach is very useful for budgeting purposes. For example,
for all the pipelines installed in 1970, the City should budget to rehabilitate or replace about 8.3
percent of the total length in 2020, 17.9 percent in 2040, and so forth.
Modifications for Pipeline Material Type
There are multiple known pipe materials in the existing sewer collection system in Provo City,
with concrete, clay, and PVC being the most common types. The inspection data collected by the
City has been almost entirely focused on the older concrete and clay sections of pipe. This is
primarily because these material pipes were used in older portions of town and are closer to
reaching the end of their useful life. Since the available condition assessment data is almost
exclusively for concrete and clay pipe, the result summarized above are considered appropriate
for application to these material types only.
The other major material type in the system is PVC. PVC pipe has only been in widespread use
Unlike concrete, pipes that are PVC are highly
resistant to corrosion associated with hydrogen sulfide. As a result of their comparatively young
age and resistance to corrosion, no examples of failing PVC pipelines were identified in the
sample pipelines. This means there is no statistical data to develop a projection of failure
probability for PVC pipes in the Provo City system. Correspondingly, it was decided that the
expected life would be calculated as 110 years for all PVC pipe. This may be a little long in
some instances, but laboratory performance of PVC supports this estimate. Additionally, because
litation or replacement is
expected on PVC pipes as a result of age for at least the next several decades. As a result, there is
time to reevaluate and adjust this projection of expected life as more data is collected
PACP Structural Scores for Sample Set
For reference purposes, preliminary PACP structural score data is summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2
Structural Condition Scores for Selected City Pipes
Pipe ID

Preliminary PACP
Structural Score

Pipe ID

Preliminary PACP
Structural Score

SW_1105

4.5

SW_1569

3

SW_1205

4

SW_3316

3

SW_388

4

SW_2588

3

SW_3806

4

SW_3965

3

SW_3002

4

SW_1154

3

SW_3115

4

SW_3392

3

SW_5587

4

SW_1693

3

SW_3535

4

SW_2370

2.5

SW_1464

4

SW_3393

2.5

SW_3498

4

SW_1571

2.5

SW_4702

4

SW_531

2.5

SW_3657

4

SW_3370

2.5

SW_3549

4

SW_3639

2.5

SW_4895

3.5

SW_3272

2.5

SW_3817

3.5

SW_3270

2.5

SW_1466

3.5

SW_1549

2.5

SW_1436

3.5

SW_1580

2.5

SW_1463

3.5

SW_1595

2.5

SW_3705

3.5

SW_1534

2.5

SW_1602

3.5

SW_2153

2

SW_1458

3.5

SW_2922

2

SW_4938

3.5

SW_1573

2

SW_1758

3.5

SW_1272

2

SW_1155

3.5

SW_1596

2

SW_1156

3.5

SW_3415

2

SW_5543

3.5

SW_3558

2

SW_5588

3.5

SW_3602

2

SW_1083

3

SW_1579

2

SW_392

3

SW_3466

2

SW_1986

3

SW_1554

2

SW_519

3

SW_1557

2
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Table 2 (continued)
Structural Condition Scores for Selected City Pipes
Pipe ID

Preliminary PACP
Structural Score

Pipe ID

Preliminary PACP
Structural Score

SW_1102

3

SW_3352

2

SW_3438

3

SW_1591

2

SW_4992

3

SW_1589

2

SW_1147

3

SW_763

2

SW_5015

3

SW_6754

2

SW_1260

3

SW_3239

1.5

SW_1106

3

SW_6532

1.5

SW_1281

3

SW_1982

1

SW_3483

3

SW_393

1

SW_478

3

SW_1544

1

SW_1034

3

SW_1552

1
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APPENDIX H
VALUE OF ASSETS
INTRODUCTION
An important component of an asset management program is the development of a system to
quantify the value associated with various assets. The purpose of this chapter is to develop a
standard for establishing the value of assets that can be used to make asset management
decisions. This includes assessing the value of existing assets in the ground as well as
quantifying future capital improvement costs.
Pipelines And Manhole Values
For master planning valuation purposes, Bowen Collins and Associates (BC&A) would propose
grouping pipeline and manholes together. Since these facilities are nearly always constructed
together, this will greatly simplify the valuation procedure without significantly compromising
accuracy. Instead of needing to count the number of individual manholes along an existing
pipeline or estimate their location on a future pipeline, using a combined valuation wraps the cost
of manholes at average spacing into the total pipe cost.
BC&A has kept a master planning cost estimate database for the past few years that keeps track
of real project costs for different pipe sizes. A national cost estimating database for sewer pipes
was also consulted to provide data for larger diameter pipes, and to confirm pipe costs for
smaller pipes. Based on this research, the proposed valuation for pipelines in the Provo City
collection system is as summarized in Table 1 for sewer pipelines. The unit costs are based on
December 2020 dollars with an ENR cost index of 11,500.
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Table 1
Proposed Sewer Pipeline Valuation
Pipe
Diameter
(in)
8
12
15
18
24
27
30
36
42
48
54
60
66
72
78

New
Pipe
($/LF)
$177
$201
$235
$269
$336
$376
$430
$591
$752
$873
$967
$1,034
$1,101
$1,168
$1,235

Replace
Pipe
($/LF)
$215
$242
$275
$309
$376
$430
$483
$644
$806
$926
$1,034
$1,114
$1,181
$1,262
$1,329

Replace Pipe
After Failure
($/LF)
$336
$362
$413
$456
$564
$644
$725
$967
$1,208
$1,396
$1,557
$1,678
$1,786
$1,893
$2,000

CIPP
($/LF)
$54
$66
$82
$107
$161
$201
$242
$336
$430
$524
$618
$712
$792
$846
$913

Pavement
Restoration
($/LF)
$69
$74
$79
$83
$92
$97
$101
$110
$119
$127
$136
$145
$154
$163
$172

The table includes values for pipes under various conditions:
New Pipe This column represents the cost of installing a sewer pipe, complete in a
new area. It includes excavation, pipe, stub outs for laterals, manholes, backfill, and
traffic control. Because it is new pipe, there does not need to be bypass pumping, or
reconnections to existing sewer lines.
Replace Pipe This column entails replacing an existing sewer pipe as part of a
planned construction package. It includes everything in the new pipe column, but
also includes bypass pumping and reconnections to existing sewer lines.
Replace Pipe After Failure The cost of replacing pipe after a failure will obviously
be more expensive than if the replacement were previously planned. There are
additional construction costs associated with prolonged bypass pumping or
emergency diversion, a fast tract construction project, and other costs associated with
dealing with the unexpected. There are also non-construction costs such as property
damage, protection of health or safety, etc. Unfortunately, both construction and nonconstruction additional costs will vary widely depending on the nature of the failure,
making these types of costs difficult to quantify. For simplicity, it was decided to
assume that the cost after failure should be estimated to be 50 percent more than
replacing the pipe without failure. It should be understood that the actual cost of some
replacement projects will be much greater than this, especially if the replacement only
consists of a short section of pipe.
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Cast in Place Pipe (CIPP) The most common form of pipeline rehabilitation is
CIPP. Thus, it was deemed useful to include costs for this type of work. The costs
for this category are based on estimates provided by two major companies that
perform CIPP on larger pipe projects, along with bid results from various recently
completed projects.
Pavement Restoration To be able to distinguish between pipes under pavement
versus those outside pavement, asphalt restoration has not been included as part of the
cost categories above. A separate number for pavement restoration is included in the
table based on recent construction bids.
It should be noted that the values in Table 1 are for master planning and asset valuation purposes
only. The actual costs of construction can vary greatly between projects. Some factors that could
contribute to variations in these prices include pipe material type, level of traffic control, soil
conditions, depth of pipe, number of laterals or pipe connections, flow rate that requires bypass
pumping, etc. These issues will need to be considered for more detailed cost estimation.
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IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS IDENTIFIED BY PROVO
CITY

West Side Trouble Spots
Quarter

Address

Size

Direction

Problem

Date

Employees

2000 N 940 W

Shoot West

Roots

SW_4214

2100 N 1000 W

Shoot N & W

Belly/Roots

SW_4216 SW_5475

2111 N 1060 W

Shoot North

Flat/Grease

SW_5484

2100 N Carterville

Shoot West

Grease

MH

Build-Up

1000 N 1550 W

Shoot North

Grease/Belly

1460 N 1500 W

Shoot N & W

Flat Grade

MH

Build-Up

1800 N 705 W

1513 N 1980 W

MH

MH

1400 W 1700 N

L18_31

SW_5356 SW_5357

Flat Grade

SW_5278

7-11 Behind Bld

Shoot East

Flat Grade

SW_3928

900 N 900 W

Shoot South

Flat Grade

SW_3747

880 N 280 W

Shoot South

Roots

800 N 280 W

Shoot North

Roots/Flat

300 N 100 W

Shoot West

Grease

400 N 100 W

Shoot East

Belly/Bad Roots

SW_3398

900 W 200 N

Shoot East

Flat/Belly

SW_3657

1000 W 200 N

Shoot West

Flat Grade

SW_5004

1100 W 100 N

West 2 pipe

Flat Grade

SW_5014

600 W Center St

Shoot North

Grease

792 S 400 W

Shoot N & S

Grease/Roots

SW_6658 SW_3210

920 S 400 W

Shoot North

Grease

SW_3208 SW_3209

1151 S 500 W

Shoot South

Flat/Grease

SW_3077

920 S Stubbs Ave

Shoot N & E

Grease

SW_3099 SW_3098

1020 S 770 W

Shoot E & S

Grease

SW_6732 SW_3094

1296 S 500 W

Shoot West

Grease

SW_3002

Private

______

Address

Size

494 W Lakewood Dr

Direction

Problem

Shoot East

Grease

Date

Employees

1220 S 680 W

MH

MH

Build-Up

1200 S 980 W

MH

MH

Build-Up

1020 S 1100 W

Shoot East

Grease

SW_4825

600 S 700 W

Shoot West

Grease

SW_3290

1600 W 24 N

Shoot West

Grease

SW_5060

220 N 2050 W

Shoot West

Grease

2520 W 200 N

Shoot East

Grease

2547 W 430 N

Shoot East

Rev. Grade

SW_5784

MH

Build-Up

G23_40

1140 S Aviation Dr

Shoot West

Flat Grade

SW_5988

1230 N 400 W

Shoot E & W

Grease/Flat

SW_3775______

Off Alpine Way Dr

MH

1230 N Univ. Ave

L23_23

Grease__________________________________

43 N Univ. Ave

Shoot North

Build-up

SW_6567

500 W 1296 N

Sonic Line

Grease

SW_3885

Taken Off no need to do them
Low Pressure

East Side Trouble Spots
Quarter
Address

Direction

Problem

3700 N Univ. Ave

Shoot East

Paper Towel

SW_4413

3650 N 650 E

Shoot East

Flat/belly

SW_2626

3400 N 570 E

Shoot East

Belly

-

SW_2519

3100 N 650 E

Shoot East

Flat Grade

SW_2133

3050 N 650 E

Shoot North

Flat/Grease

SW_2207

2780 N 650 E

Shoot South

Grease

2780 N 700 E

Shoot North

# of Bellys

2450 N 715 E

Shoot South

Roots

2550 N 716 E

Shoot N & S

Roots/Belly

SW_2066 SW_2067

Shoot East

Flat Grade

SW_4183

Stadium Ave

MTC lat. W

Grease

SW_2104

1200 E Apple Ave

Shoot North

Flat Grade

Birch & Aspen Ave

Shoot South

Roots

SW_1971

1248 E Briar Ave

Shoot South

Flat/Roots

SW_699

Birch & Briar Ave

Shoot SE

Flat/Belly

SW_1994

1796 N Driftwood

Shoot East

Roots

800 N 500 E

Shoot East

? TV

800 N 100 E

Shoot East

Grease

800 N 50 E

Shoot North

Pipe in Flow

700 N 100 E

Shoot North

Grease

719 N 1000 E

Shoot West

Roots

SW_1703

MH

Build Up

O20_34

350 N 900 E

Shoot North

Grease

SW_1518

200 N 800 E

Shoot E & W

Roots/Belly

SW_1484 SW_1461

300 E Center St

Shoot West

Roots/Grease

SW_1553

400 E Center St

Shoot West

Roots/Grease

2102 N 80 E

560 N 900 E

Size

6

MH

Date

Employees

SW_2355

Lined

SW_3516

Address

Direction

Problem

900 E Center St

Shoot N & S

Grease/Roots

SW_1475 SW_1510

900 E 100 N

Shoot East

Roots/Belly

SW_1473

MH

Vac Build-Up

O21_25

700 E 50 S

Shoot East

Roots

Pipe patched

400 N 300 E

Shoot North

Grease/Roots

SW_1662

200 N 100 E

Shoot North

Belly

SW_3420

100 N 400 E

Shoot West

Grease/Roots

SW_1569

1204 E 300 S

Shoot East

Roots/Belly

818 E 300 S

Shoot East

Bad Grease

SW_1205

400 S 900 E

Shoot N & S

Flat Grade

SW_1175 SW_1174

460 S Idaho Ave

Shoot South

Grease

SW_1152

400 S State St

Shoot East

Grease/Belly

400 S 826 E

Shoot East

Grease/belly

900 E State St

Shoot South

Grease

SW_1158

1040 S 900 E

Shoot West

Flat/Grease

SW_1340

950 S 900 E

Shoot South

Flat/Grease

SW_1341

1802 E 900 S?

Shoot East

Roots/Grease

1440 S State St

Shoot East

Grease

1640 S State St

Shoot South

2023 S State St

Shoot South

Grease/Belly

SW_423

1958 S 950 E

Shoot W & N

Flat Grade

SW_1037 SW_1012

500 S 500 E

Shoot East

Roots

SW_1243

400 S 100 E

Shoot West

Grease/Belly

SW_3293

Shoot N & E

Grease

SW_7346 SW_3451

1000 E Center St

Univ. & Center St
SW_6507 SW_6568

Size

MH

8

Taken Off no need to do them

Date

Employees

______

Lined
House demo

